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College sees
small increase

iri class sizes
o

More students in less space during fall semester

By Chris Coates
Elitor<~ChieI

The average class size for undergraduate s tudents at Columbia saw a

small inc rease fo r the fall 2003
semester, marking conti nued efforts
by the college to increase how many

students are in a typical classroom
while capitalizing on already existing resources.
The average class size rose less
than one half of one percent to 16.68

students for the semester, which
ends Jan. 17.
The data shows a minute increase
for the faJl tenn. keeping in line
with a plan by the college to add
more students to each classroom.
In May 2000. Columbia's College
Council elected to raise the number
of students in each class from an
average of 16 to 20.

The council did not allot a
timetable for the changes. but over
the past four years, departmental
heads and college deans have been

encou raged to stead ily increase
some class sizes. according to
Janice Garfield, the college's a ssoc i ~
ate provost.
Ideal classes fo r increases are
those that do not depend on close
interaction between teachers and
students, such as lectures, Garfield
said. Other classes-part icu larl y
those that utilize li mited equipment
or teacher interaction-necessitate a
smaller student roster.
Garfie ld said such classes would
continue to be small .
She did not attribute the increases
to a faculty shortage.
With the co llege facing a n
increase in students with a budget
shortfall and a severe space crunch.
adding student s to cla ss rooms
allows the co llege to capita lize on
availab le resources while not hiring
additional instructors.
The increased classroom averages
are in line with increases in student

See Class Sizes, Page 7

Walk this way ... carefully
By Kat Gresey
Assis1ant AlE E<Ifor
A fonner Columbia film student and
Matrix producer said he was assaulted

Jan. 8 after a motorist nearly hit him
outside Columbia's 33 E. Congress
Parkway Building.
Eric Matthies, 35, was crossing East
Congress Parkway at Wabash Avenue
with a group of people when he said an
unidentified man in a sedan talking on
a ceU phone nearly hit him.
Matthies said he kic ked the
bumper of the man's car as it passed
him. The man immediately parked
his car, got out and started yelling,
according to Matthies.

"I said. 'What are you going to
do? Hit me?'" Matthies said. "And
he said, ' Yeah, like you hit my car.'"
T he man alleged ly swu ng at
Matthies several times. Matthies,
who said he has 15 years of martial
arts experience, was able to block
most of the punches.
"In trying to block him from hit ~
ting me in the face, I knocked his
glasses off," he said. "My hands
were open the whole time. I know
how to fight and I didn' t want to hit
this guy."

from the man after the scuffle and

See Fight, Page 7

Chris SchroederlThe Chronicle
Ch ica~o police officers investigate a Jan. 8 scuffle between a
motonst and former Columbia student outside the 33 E.
Congress Parkway Building. Neither men were charged.
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Missourians arid devoted Buddy Guy fans Dan Vogt and Curt Collier line up outside Buddy
Guy's Legends blues club on Wabash Avenue Jan. 9, awaiting the legendary perform er's
appearance later that night.

Chicago's waistline grows

o

Magazine ranks us the fifth fattest city in nation

Government Association on board
before they move any further.
"All we have is the Carry-Out,
Columbia recently began a Weight
Harold's Chicken and Starbucks," he Watchers program for students, faculty
said. "What else is there between c1ass~ and staff. Associate Director for
Resident Life Kelli Collins said it was~
Chicago tops the list when it comes es?"
to foods such as the delectable deep·
Columbia is surrounded by a number n't started just to combat obesity, howdish pizza, the mouth-watering of get-in and ge t~out eateries. but ever; it's for the overall sense of weU.
Chicago hot dog and the be lly~bustin g Odland said students could fight their ness of students.
Italian beef. However, these tantalizing fast~food fixation by packing a lunch.
"It's more for a health standpoint
treats have placed the city on top of
'The problem lies in affordability, than a weight standpoint," she said.
another list.
commuting and the inability to cook,"
The program was brought to Collins'
attention last semester when a group of
According to the February issue of Odland said.
Men's Fitness magazine, Chicago is the
Odland has suggested students pre· students, who were already members,
fifth fattest city in the country, dropping pare food such as rice and beans at wanted to incorporate it into
from the No.2 spot last year. While this home because it is cheap and easy to Columbia's extra-curricular activities.
battle of the bulge is a sweeping epi- cook. Also, students should start packThe first Weight Watchers meeting
demic throughout the city, Columbia ing fruits and vegetables to munch on was held on Jan. 5, but only one student
health and fibless officials believe stu~ during the "busy" day.
attended. According to Collins, the
dents are more at risk to put on the , - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - , school will continue the program over
pounds than others.
For Columbia students, the semester break and into the school
Medical director and physician at
healthy fiood isn't exactly year, regardless of how many people
attend.
Columbia's Student Health Center
Weight Watchers meets every
Dr. Blair Odland said that while fruitful on or near campus,
d
',
'
h
says
doctor
Co Iurn b·Ia oesn seem 0 ave an
Monday at noon in the community
obesity problem, the lack of proper
lounge of the Residence Center. 73 1
dieting can still lead to future problems.
"It's much cheaper to pack a PB &
S. Plymouth Coun. Membership prices
"Columbia students don't give them·
sandwich than buying a bag of range from $9.95 to $ 13.95 a week.
Even though no weight problems
selves enough time to eat properly," he Doritos out of the vending machines:'
have been identified at Columbia, the
said. People in their 20s are usually Odland said.
healthy, but they tend to eat too much
According 10 Odland, the Student lack of healthy food options on campus
prepared foods and don 't think of the Health Center is trying to track the eat- makes the program necessary, accord~
long·tenn effects. according to Odland. ing habits of student<; in order to bring ing to Collins. Columbia also provides
Studies suggest that the increased in a dietitian . The dietitian wou ld help students with an on.site gym, located in
obesity among young Americans is students establish good eating habits the Residence Center, as well as the fitdirectly linked to the consumption of and more healthy li ves. If school om· ness facilities at Roosevelt University.
fast food. But Columbia junior Henry cials see there is a need. the dietitian 425 S. Wabash A"""
Alverez said the location of the school will work as an intern, but Odland said
doesn't provide many options for they have to get the Student
See Fat City, Page 31
healthy eating habits.
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MONDAY
The Singer's Showcase is at 7 p.m. in the Concert Hall of
the Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. The event features
voice students performing works in a variety of genres and is
free.
For more information, call (312) 344-6179.
The final sem inar in the "Creating and Recreating
Community: Stories of Columbia College Chicago" is at 12
p.m. in Room II07 of the South Campus Building, 624 S.
Michigan Ave.
The seminar features Columbia instructors and administra·
tors Mark Kelly, Teresa Prados-Torreira, Rose Economou,
Luke Palermo and Mario Castillo.
For more information, call (312) 344-7634.

TUESDAY
The Advanced Piano Recital is at 7:30 p.m. in the Concert
Hall of the Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. The recital
features student musicians and is free.
For more information, call (3 12) 344·6179.

&

Cutting and pasting all over radio
OU used to be able to tell where
you were in the United States just
by turning the radio knob.
Inside, the voices were all one need·
ed to navigate.
Hear a southern drawl with a hint of
Creole, and you're deep in the Delta. A
little nasally Canadian means you're
close to the northern border, and a disc
jockey that sounds like Ted Kennedy
usually means you're heading to
Massachusetts.
Or you could have satellite radio.
Such is no longer true .
Over Christmas break, I got to know
radio really well: I put a total of
1,186.84 miles on my car. That's 18
hours behind the wheel driving from
Chicago to Detroit for Christmas with
the family, back to Chicago for a night
and then on to St. Louis for New
Year's Eve with the girlfriend before
returning to Chicago for two weeks of
class.
ft was well worth it.
But in driving all ·those miles- the
trip ended up being more than half the
total distance between Chicago and Los
Angeles-I became something of a
connoisseur of regional radio.
In fact, it sounded a lot like it does
in Chicago ... or Detroit ... or St.
Louis.
A handful of companies own the
breadth of the radio stations across the
country. Most notably are Clear
Channel Radio-which locally owns
six stations in Chicago and runs more
than 1,200 in the United States-and
Infinity Radio, a division of Viacom
that owns seven in northeastern
Illinois.

Y

The International Student Organization is hosting a recel>"
tion at .5:30 p.m. in Room 1313 of the Alexandroff Campus
Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., in honor of the opening of its
4th annual student art exhibition, "World Enigma:"
This year's theme is identity and the exhibition is to be displayed for three months, with the art eventually traveling
around campus.
For more information, call (312) 344-7287.

FRIDAY
" Bernard Rands: A 70th Birthday Celebration and
Retrospective" is at 8 p.m. in the Concert Hall of the Music
Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. The event features the works of
the Pulitzer Prize-winning composer.
The International Contemporary Ensemble, in residence at
the Music Department, is scheduled to perform with Cliff
Colnot.
Guests include soprano Tony Arnold, oboist Zheng Huang
and ce llist Katinka Kleijn . Admission is free, but seating is
limited.
For more information and reservations, call (3 12) 344-

6300.

And while neither of these two media
goliaths owns two stations with the same
exact genres in the same market, they do
oversee dozens of stations with similar
playlists across the country.
They all pretty much sound the
same, relying on the same formats,
ominous voice tracks and fast·paced
background music. Many also feature
the same syndicated radio hostsmeaning a single voice can permeate in
Affion, Mo., and Trenton , Mich ., at the
same time.
It all seems a bit impersonal. And
it's a secret.
A national audience of more than 5.5
million listeners hears Delilah, the single-name host of "Love Someone,"
every day, although you wouldn't know
it. On WLIT-FM in Chicago, Delilah
tosses to commercial breaks with a personalized Chicago message. She doesn't mention the more than 200 other
markets her show reaches.
When I was growing up in Detroit, I
thought Delilah was a local radio host. It
wasn't until I came to Chicago that I
realized that's exactly what Jones Radio
Networks, the group that nationally
transmits "Love Someone," wanted.
(Incidentally, Delilah was contacted
for this column, but as of press time
she has not returned phone calls.)
It is not an uncommon concept in
radio.
Carson Daly of "Total Request Live"
fame hosts his own radio show,
"Carson Daly Most Requested" on
more than 130 stations nationwide on
top of his gigs at MTV and NBC.
How does the overbooked Daly do
it? He doesn't.

Stili searching

A career expo sponsored by the Office of Community Arts
Partnerships is at 6 p.m. in the Conaway Center of the 1104
Center, 11 04 S. Wabash Ave.
For more information, call (312) 344·8872.

THURSDAY
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Chris Coates Editor-in-Chief

WEDNESDAY

The Online Grad ing Workshop for faculty and staff who
need help entering grades into OASIS is at 10 a.m. in Room
416 of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
Refreshments wi ll be served and hands·on help will be avail·
able.
For more information, call (3 12) 344-7334.

NOTES

It was the talk of the campus and a
front·page story in the Chicago Sun·
Tim es. Three years ago this week,
"Disney daze: e·mail raises Carter questions" topped the news for the Jan. 16 edition of The Chronicle.
According to the article, then newly
hired college President Warrick L. Carter
accidentally sent a private e·mail intended
for a loan officer to thousands of college
employees.
The message included some embar·
rassing detai ls about Carter's personal
life, including his finances and investments. It also highlighted a minor flaw in
his reswne, according to The Chronicle:
"What came to light was information that
Carter was ' laid off' - a term used in his
e·mail- from the Walt Disney Co. around
the same time he was vying for his current position at the college."
Carter's resume said precisely the
opposite.
College officials attributed the mistake
to a computer flaw.
The Chronicle begged to differ in its
lead editorial:
"The computers didn't screw up; he
screwed up. But it's not a big deal. Let's
just get this thing over with and hope it
never happens again."
It hasn 't.

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344-7255.
Extended hours
•
The library in the South Campus
Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave., is extending its hours until 10 p.m. from Jan. 12 to
Jan. IS. A survey created by the library to
detennine whether this change will be permanent is to be conducted at this time.
Faculty and students should visit the
service desks in the library to pick up the
questionnaire.

•
The spot for Columbia's executive
vice president is up for grabs and
admin istrators are looking for a candidate to permanently fill it.
Columbia outsourced the position in
the fall after former Executive Vice
President Bert Gall resigned in August.
Mike Debish, a former building manager for the Tribune Tower and the
Freedom Center, currently occupies the
spot.
Chicago· based recruitment agency
Kittleman and Associates LLC will
spearhead the search, The Chronicle
learned last week.

According to an article last year in
The New York Times, Daly records 11
specialized tracks each week from his
Manhattan apartment, which are then
beamed to California. Those tracks are
then copied and pasted to form one
locally personalized countdown show
for key markets . One is Chicago; where
Daly is heard on WKSC-FM at II p.m.
Clear Channel handles the Daly operation and runs WKSC-FM .
"The customization means Mr. Daly
can seem to be telling listeners in a
particular city their most-requested
songs for that day- without ever seeing the city's top 10 list," The Times
wrote.
That explains why so much of local
radio, particularly FM radio, sounds so
much alike. It is. It's getting harder to
tell if the voice in your speakers is
coming from the station downtown ...
or from across the country.
It seems the radio companies have a
lot at stake.
Radio is a big business, even though
it's a bit archaic. It motivates trends
and cements the popularity of certain
artists, especially those that are repre·
sented by multibillion dollar parent
companies.
But radio isn't cheap to make. Thus,
corporate owners are streamlining the
operations, taking jobs away from
small markets and moving to Los
Angeles or New York City or even
Chicago.
It's not good for the media market.
I'll just stick with NPR. At least they
have that McDonald's cash.
--ccoates@chroniclemail.com

to focus on the use of technology to
enhance classroom learning. Technology
fellows will receive a $2,000 stipend and
be required to attend weekly seminars
during the summer session, serve as a
technology resource person for their
department, submit a three-page swnmary of their project and present their project at a faculty retreat.
Proposals should be sent to Rebecca
Courington in Room 4001 of the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
For more information, call (312) 344·

7334.

Alphabet soup
•
Beginning in fall 2004, students can
enroll in the new BFA in fiction writing
program.
The new degree is designed to complement the bachelor'S degree and the MFA
programs in creative writing that the
Fiction Writing Department already offers.

New board member
•
Gary Bclz is the newest member of
Columbia's board of trustees. He is a
record company executive with studios
in Nashville and Los Angeles.
Belz has worked with several wellknown musical acts including Elton
John, Counting Crows and Vince Gill.

One dollar
•
The bookstore is buying back textbooks Jan. 12 to Jan. 15 from 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. in the South Campus Building, 624 S.
Michigan Ave. Students should bring their
textbooks and Columbia IO cards to
receive cash.
For more information, call (312) 34477 12.

Summer project
•
The deadline for submitting proposals for the summer 2004 Technology
Fellows Program is March IS.
The
Center
for
Instructional
Technology is providing grants for up to
four, two member teams comprised of
faculty and staff members . The project is

All (orecqlS proYlded by
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Man behind Semester in L.A. dead at 62
o

' Harold and Maude,' 'Hawaii Five-O' among Enrietto's list of credits

By lisa Salde

Mana9i1l E<itor
If it wasn't for Robert Enrietto,
Kirkland Tibbels might have graduated from Co lumbia like any other
student
But if it weren't for
Enrietto, a seasoned Ho llywood
director
and
co-creator
of
Co lumbia's Semester in L.A.,
Tibbels wouldn' t be the president
and CEO of Filmnexi Corp. in Los
Angeles . Tibblels might not even be
in Los Angeles right no'w.
BUI that's how Enrietto did things,
his fonner students and colleagues
said. He cou ld change peop le's lives
overnight.
Enrielto died Dec . 26 of a heart
attack while visiting relatives in his
nalive Chi cago home for the holi·
days .

He was 62 .
" I didn't ever have to do anything
for Bob. for Bob to do something fo r
me," Tibbels said, "He was unconditional."
When Tibbels was EnrieHo's s tudent in his fi,lm production class,
Enrietto pulled him aside after the
first class.
"'What are you doing here?' he
asked me." Tibbels said of his conversation with Enrietto. "He said,
' You. you need to be out there
already. You're ready... ·
For Tibbels, an older student who
wanted to study production at
Columbia for four or five years so he
could learn one of his hobbies, the
confrontation startled him .
Tibbels wondered why this man,
whom he had never met before,
thought he knew so much about a
student after only one class.
II lurned out, Ihough, that Enrieuo
was right on target.
"Bob
realized that I already
had most of the tools to become a
producer. He convinced me of it,
and he was right," Tibbe ls said .
h's not surprising that Enrietto
seemed to be right a lot, according to
Enrietto's
his former students.
extensive resume not only qualifies

him as an important fixtu re of "old
Hollywood," but as a film guru who
knew w hat he was do ing.
Hi s direction credits stretch from
" In the Heat of the Night" to Harold
and Maude, and Tara! Tora! Tara! to
"Hawai i F ive-O." He tried his hand
at production management fo r the
1982 television series "Remington
Steele" and was a set decorator for
the 1968 film Justfor the Hell of It.
He introduced Semester in L.A., a
fi ve-week program set in Los Angeles
for Columbia students to learn hands0'0 television and film skills, in 1999.
The project was, by far, Enrieno's
favo rite at Columbia.
His supporters knew him as a tough
guy who cursed like a sailor; they
knew him as a straightforward man
with a no-nonsense anitude.
Jonathan Weber, an assistant at
Funny Boy Films in Los Angeles and
a Col umbia alumnus, fin ished the
Semester in L.A. at an accelerated rate
because of Enrieno.
Weber said he admires Enrietto not
only as a prominent figure in the fi lm
world, but also as a teacher who wanted to show students the tricks of the
trade. He helped nearly every student
he came into contact with, Weber said.
"Bob was a man who reached out
a lot," said Michael Caplan, a Film
and Video Department faculty member. " His spirit. I think, had just a
great source of inspiration for the
students."
Enrietto introduced Caplan to
Tibbels several years ago, forming a
friendship that led to the production
of the acclaimed The Night Larry
Kramer Kissed Me. It acted as the
catalyst for their success in the film
industry.
'" wouldn't be in the film department ifit wasn't for Bob," he sa id .
When Don Smith, co-c reator of
the Semester in L.A., met Enrietto,
they read each other's mind.
"All I said was, ' I was thinking
about doing something in L.A,'"
Smith said. "And he sai d, ' Funny
you said something. I've been thinking about it for weeks ... '

The stories go on. Everyone who
knew Enrietto has a tale to tel l.
Louie Pradt, the Semester in L.A.
student coo rd inator and one of
Enrietto's close friends, wouldn't be
invo lved with Col umb ia 's Los
Ange les program witho ut him either.
Enrietto placed Pradt in his current student coord inator posit ion the
same day Enrietto suggested that
Pradt take the job.
The people w ho worked around
Enrietto learned to work that qu ickly, he said.
"The Semester in L.A . will go on,
but Bob 's imprint will foreve r be on
it," said Jeryl Levin, the di rector of
Alumni Relations.

She said the program will live on
as Enrietto's legacy- a legacy that
he knew would last, because things
just happened like that when he was
around.
His mother Etta O'Malley and hi s
sister Jean Kralka held Enrietto's
funera l in Evergreen Park, 111., Dec .
30. Those who wish to make a contribution in his name may do so for
the American Diabetes Association,
30 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 2015,
Chicago, IL 60602.

Photographing the,photo majors
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College Council
votes to evaluate
administration
o Unanimous Jan. 9 decision revives plan to
critique schoo l's "goals and objectives"
specifically serve on the evaluation
advisory committee, the approved
motion called for committee members
After five years of waiting, the col- to "advise and recommend to the presilege council got what it wanted: the dent policy and procedures for adminability to fonnally critique the adminisistrative evaluation."
tration.
Columbia President Warrick L.
In a unanimous decision, council
Carter must approve the motion before
members voted to revive an old motion
it can be implemented.
to "establish a procedure for the regular
In olher council news, Vice President
evaluation of the administration and of Student Affairs Mark Kelly presentservice units of the college." The ini- ed new 'data surrounding diversity at
tiative has remained at a standstill since Columbia.
the council passed it five years ago.
A report, "Enrolling and Supporting
The council agreed during its Jan. 9 a Diverse Student Body: Statistical
meeting to fonn a committee derived of Indicators," showed that minority
staff, faculty members, students and
enrollment continues to decrease.
departmcnt chairs to ensure that
Since the fall 1994 semester, underColumbia's administration is approprigraduate
minority
enrollmcnt
ately critiqued.
decreased by six percentage points,
Upon the proposed committee's
from 37 percent to 31 percent.
completion, administrative offices such Freshmen minority enrollment is also
as Student Financial Services,
down, dwindling from 44 percent in
Academic Advising and the Office of 1994 to 37 percent this past fall.
the President will undergo consistent
Kelly said Columbia'S Office of
evaluations.
Multicultural Affairs is making rigorLast year, students voiced their con- ous attempts in order to improve those
cerns about poor performance levels in
figures.
multiple administrativl; departments,
But Latino Cultural Affairs Director
including student financial aid.
Ana Maria Soto told the council that
Council members said they hope there's still a long way to go.
evaluations will answer those com"There is a lack of Latino faulty,"
plaints.
she said. "There arc eight full-time
"In any organization, there necds to
Latino faculty members, and the
be a reflection at all levels," said
Chicago community is 25 percent
Dianne Erpcnbach, a full-time Ans.
Latino."
Entertainment and Media Management
According to the report, 19 percent
faculty member and college council
of Columbia's full-time faculty is made
representative. "We've not had an
up of minorities. The national average
organized evaluation of the administrafor four-year institutions is 15 percent,
tion ever."
the report Slated.
Erpenbach, who spearheaded the
Rachel Johnson, the director of
original proposal five years ago, told
African-American ' Cultural Affairs
The Chronicle that the school's goals echoed Sato's concerns.
and objectives in each office need to be
She said thai, among the financial
evaluated in order for it to be success- concerns plaguing current minority stuful.
dents, there is a lack of minority perThe evaluation system may be simi- spective in the classroom. That perlar to the system applied to leacher-stu- spective should be incorporated into the
dent evalualions at the end of each school's curriculum on a regular basis,
semester.
she said.
"Why should anyone be excluded Kelly requested support from the
from making sure they're completing council as the Office of Student Affairs
their goals and objectives," Erpcnbach
works to improve diversity aI
said.
Columbia.
Although it is unclear who will

Bv lisa Balde

Mana9i1l EIiI~

Columbia to invest in
public high school grads
o

More than 40 scholarships offered this year

By Eric W. Alexy
CopyEill~

Chartaa KuahnerfThe Chronicle

If s a crowded scene in 11th floor digital photography lab in the Alexandrol! Campus Center, 600 S.
Michigan Ave. Photography seniors Meagan Threlkeld, Mellisa Marinaro and Andrea Allen all diligently wor1< on their final projects.

Beginning in fall 2004, Columbia
will offer S720,OOO in scholarship
funds to Chicago Public School graduates as a part of the TCi:ently announced
Open Doors Scholarship.
The renewable Open Doors
Scholarships, which are worth up to
S4,OOO per year, arc need- and meritbased, according to Mark Kelly, vice
president of Student Affairs. There will
be, at minimum, 45 sc holarships
awarded for the 2004-2005 school year.
Columbia Pre sident Warrick L.
Carter announced the scholars hip on
Dec. 15 during a Chicago Public
Schools
press
conference
at
Kenwood Academy High School,
5015 S. Blackstone Ave.
The scholarships arc being offered as
part of the school's effort to hold on to
its diversity amid rising college costs,
according. to Kelly. Just under 25 percent of Columbia's current freshmen
class attended Chicago Public Schools,
he said.

"The scho larship program was
created because clearly there was an
overwhelming need to provide support for students," said Mark Lloyd,
Columbia's assistant vice president
uf communications and marketi.ng,
"and this is a vehicle to deliver that .
The Open Doors Scholarship secms
to have some currency right now."
Lloyd said that unused schularship dollars will partially fund the
Open Doors Sc holarships this year.
Additional support will come from
fund-raisers, including a B(lrbers;,op
2 sc reening se t to take place al
Piper's Alley, 230 W. North Ave ., on
Feb. 2. Tickets for the event will sell
for SIOO and Kelly said the event
will easily sell out.
Proceeds from Russell Simmon's
March appearance at the Melro. as a
part of Columbia's The Po\\e r oj
Black Music, also benefited the
sc holarship fund .
" We refocused and rechanneled
some existi ng dollars to support that

See Open Doors, Page 5
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Mobility's Nobility. PowerBook G4

The 12-inch.

The all -new 15-inch.

The 17-inch.

Presenting tht~ new 12inch Power Book G4.
featuring a brilliant 12-

Fu~ty loaded \&.. ith a

The next big th inq from
Ap pi e:The new 17-inch

hOllsed in a stunning
:3lurni~urn alloy enc!osU/e

1.25GHl Power PC G4. 512K
of L2 cache. AirPort
Extreme Card, megawide
display, Radeon graphics
and a slot-loading

weighing just 4.6 pounds.

SuperDrive. the IS-inch

Starting at Sl ,399
With SuperDrive: $ 1,599

jaw·-dropping featUies.

inch actiVt":>··rnatrix display

Powf?rSook G4 boasts
Starting at $ 1,799
As descri bed: $2,299

PowerBook G4. Featuring

the largest, mo.st
spectacular display ever

to grace a por table,
miraculouslY engineered
in to a l ··[nch··thin

notebook that's ultralight
dnd u!tradesilabie.

Starting at

$2,69~

n"tX' !>UmmcT moods. Ahead ·ofAthe-(ury'~ design. More
, c
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'Hidden Place' revealed in new novel
o Book by instructor, '76 graduate, scheduled to hit shelves this month
By Jeff pan na
StatrWriter

A couple of years ago, fict ion
writing instructor and coordinator of
faculty deve lopme nt Shawn Shifl et!

went rock climbing- an activ ity he
likens 10 his passion for writing.
Shiflett, 49, who's first publi shed
novel Hidden Place will be released
this momh by Akashic Books,

in

both

The Student Gove rnm ent
Associatio n decided last week
to spend S13,000 of its apptox~
imately $ 50,0 00 budget to
ensure an ea rl ier start date for
Columbia's new bus shuttle
service.
The shuttle servicc is s latcd
for a tria l run duri ng thc spring
semester and is anticipated to
start on feb. 9, the first day of
the term a fter semester break,
SOA Vice Presi dent Meaean
Jun eau said.
After reviewing a.t leas t a
dozen bus shutt le supplie rs and
drivers, Columbia will employ
Chicago· base d Ponta rell i Co.
(or the foufpmonth trial run.
As of press time, tbe company is expected to provide one
23-seat minibu s to travel
between Columbia buildings,
as well as a few Metra and eTA
train stops, throughout the day.
The service will cost the

cases,

Sh iflett exe rted himse lf past his
physical and mental blockades' to

achieve a desired goal, and his philosophy that hard work and a little
stra in pays ofT rang true.
" I have to be a littl e miserable
when t'm writing," Shiflett said.
" II 's fun when it 's done."
After graduating from Columbia
in 1976, Sh ifl ett was immediately
hired by the schooi as a part-ti me
employee, becoming full time in
1984, a career choice that has gi'lien
him a strong connection to Ch icago.
Hidden Place was written on and
off over a span of five years, during
which Shiflctt took a six-month sabbatical fro m teaching in order to
write. The nove l follows what
Shiflett ca ll s "a motley group of
flawed characters" and carries a
basic , yet essential, "JudeoChri stian message: Do the right
thing."
When Roman Pearson and his
girl frie nd Mila Popovic visit Puerto
Escondido, Mexico, in order to save
their relationship, they get mixed up
in an ongoing conflict between the
locals and the American " hippies, "

school S6,505.60
for each mo nth of
service, according
to
Pontarelli's
price quote for
Columbia.
The Office of
the President plans
to match the SGA's
S13,OOO disbur se ~
ment 10 pay for the trial run.
It's unclear how the college
will pay for the service if it
uses it past the spring semester.
Tacking on a few extra dol lars to each student 's UPASS
fee could be one way to compensate for the expense, SOA
President Justin Kulovsek sai d.
The s uccess , of the trial
dep ends on the response
demonstrate4 by students,
according to Vice President of
Facilities and Operations Mike
Debisb .
Debi5h sai d at the SOA's Jan .
6 meeting that he was confident
students would utilize the shuttle, especiall y as Chicago's
frigid winter te mperatures keep
getting colder.
But be told the SGA's scna·
tors not to be concerned if it
takes a whi le for students to
re ali ze how the shuttle works
and how it can help them get

w here they need to be faster.
Like any transportation change
in the city, the tran sition co uld
lake awhile .
"The CTA has the same prob~
Ic m," Debish said. " It could be
months before peop le starl utili zing it. {Thc bus shuttl e ) is
the samc thing."
The move to implement a
shuttle on the sc hoo l's campus
comes more than a year a fter
the SGA suggested it to
Co lumbia Pre sid ent Warrick LCa rier citing student safe ty
concerns.
Thc group rc alized safety
was a concern after a college
student was sexually assaulted
near Co lumbia in the Fall of
2002, Kulovsek said. Se nators
th en obtained s ignatures from
10 percent of Co lumbia'S students who sa id they would rid e
a s huttle bus if offered to th em.
" This is a great idea, because
it will ensure the safety of our
students," Juneau sa id .
The shuttle will act as anothe r safety measure, s he sai d,
because Columbia students are

For the second time since
the mid- '90s, the college
puts a campus bus shuttle
on a test run

he said .

While the story is not based on
actual events, Shiflett claimed the
story's premise-the central cu ltural
conflict- is drawn from his experiences traveling in Mexico when he
was younger, observing a' desperate
Mexican culture interactin g with
imposi ng Americanisms.
" Anytime you have a situation

SGA acts on studel]t safety concerns

By lisa Balde
Managing Ed,tor

he could nol push past, a predicament he often found himsel f in white
writing his novel.

Nevertheless,

Columbia shuttle
service gets green
light for spring
o

expla ined that, while, cli mbi ng,
panic struck when he reached a point
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"A writer dies after awhile if he doesn't have a way of getting to
an audience," said Columbia instructor Shawn Shifiett. His book,
'Hidden Place,' will be re leased this month by Akashic Books.
like that- a cultural connict- a
story happens," Sh ifl ett sa id. "I
don ' t want to ruin [the story) for
people by telling them what 's real."
The publishing of Hidden Place
came from a trying process of se lfpromotion ,
" 1must have been turned down by
150 agents," Shiflett sa id, a number
that he admitted was an exaggeration and scaled down to 30 or 40.
Shiflctt's breakth rough ' camc
while perusing an issue of Poets &
Writers magazine. An article about a
man by thc namc of Johnny Templc,
the head of Akashic Books (and also
the bassist for the rock band Girls
Against Boys), stood out, and aftcr
reading it, Shiflett decided to pursue
Temple's serv ices.
Immed iate ly, Sh ifl ett identified
with Temple.
" He's a little countcrculture,"
Sh iflett said, "a little edgy. He's
more of a lefti st. He realizes that

Bravo grads!
Congratulations to Columbia's
fall semester graduates
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politica l correctness is a problem in
fiction writing."
The intimate nature of a smaller
publishing company was also a perk
of Akashic Books that appealed to
Sh ifl ett. He was encouraged by his
publishe rs to g ivc input to all
aspects of the book, right down to
thc cover design.
Following thc release of Hidden
Place, Shiflett wil l embark on a
sma ll book tour that will takc ~im to
Scattle, Los Angeles, New York and
Boston . Shiflett will also be
invo lved in a promotion right hcre in
his ho metown of Chicago, inc lud ing
being a fea tured reader at the Metro
during Story Week in March.
Currently, Shiflett is at work on
another novel 30 years in the making
called Hey, Liberal, which deta il s
the life of a white tecnager at a predominant ly African-American high
school one year following Martin
Luther King Jr. 's assass ination .
Hc's also enjoying his tcaching
. job, which he wi ll take a break from
next semester to make time for his
book tou r.
" I think I've bored my students to
death talking about [Hidden Place' "
Shi fl ett said .
Shiflctt beli eves that the pub lishing of his novel will prove to students that it 's possib le to achieve a
pcrsona l goal in thc profess ional
world, Yet, he doesn' t thi nk students
shou ld have their eyes on the writing
market too soon. Instead, they
should take time to develop their
voices and use their resources after
school.
With the publi shing of Hidden
Place, Shiflett sees his life and his
writing career turning a corner.
"A writer dies after awhile if he
doesn' t have a way of getting to an
audience," Sh iflett sa id ,

the only peo~le who can ride
the bus.
The bus is schedul ed to run
for 40 bours each week . The
scbool has yet to decide how
many days it will offer the
service or for how long it will
operate each day.
SGA senators plan to meet
with schqol admini strators this
week to discuss the shuttle's
sc he duling, routes and bus
s t op~

This is the second time
Co lum lria has offered ' a bus
shuttle to its students. hi the
mjd~90s ,
administrato rs
stopped offering it during the
servicc's first trial run after
fin din g that studcnts weren'l .
riding it but deci ded to briog it '
back for safety reasons.
Loyola, No rthwestern an d
DePau l uni vers iti es aJ.ready
have s huttl es in .place.

Open Doors Conrirruedfrom Page3
program this year," Ll oyd said.
"That is a o ne-time opportunity. so
we need to look for new fundin g
streams to expand our scho larships."
Added Kelly: "We're go ing to bc
looking to raise pub lic funds, in a
sense te ll Columbia's story, tell the
story of CPS high school graduates
that have come to Colum bia and
find those who want to support
those students in the Chicago community."
To furthcr promote the avai lablc
scho larships, Columbia has shipped
posters to CPS hi gh school gu idance
offices and has a lso made presentations about the sc hol arships to guidance counse lors,
The college intend s to expand.the
scho larship annua lly, though to date
no spec ifics have been se t.
"The key [in expanding the scho l-

arship) will bc our success in finding sources o r philan thropy to support iI," Ll oyd said.
"We need to find more of these
funds for all or our students." Ke lly
sa id . "We have to ' work harder at
I1nd ing those who care about the
urts and care about Columbia and its
mi ssion and would want to he lp students go to Co lumbia."
To qualify fo r the scholarship,
students are rcquired 10 graduate
from a CPS hi gh sc hoo l in 2004.
have a cumulative GPA o r 2.5 or
bctter upon g raduat io n and have
demonstrated
finan cia l
need
throug h thei r FAFSA appli cation.
Award recipients wi ll be assigned to
a college or community mentor.
To apply, studenu mU.ft .fubmil a
complete undergraduate admi.fSion.f
file by April I.
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holarship

for undergraduates at Columbia Qollege Chicago

colum.edu/scholarships
Deadlines To Apply For Scholarships Are Around the Corner!
Academic Excellence
Award

Hillary Kalish
Scholarship

Fiction Writing
Students

Musical Theater
Students

Deadline: March 15, 2004

Deadline: April 1, 2004

Betty Garrett Musical Theater
Scholarship Fund

Alben Weisman
Scholarship

Fine An Students

Sylvia McNair Travel Story
Scholarship
John Schultz and Betty
Shiflett Story Workshop
Scholarship

Pougialis Fine Arts Award

Deadline: Early April

Fashion Design/AEMM
Students

David Rubin
Scholarship

Precious Lashley Fashion
Scholarship

Deadline: April 1, 2004

AlMM Students

Helen Fong Dare
Scholarship

The Chuck Suber Scholarship

Deadline: Early March

ASl Students
Michael Frylewicz Scholarship

Hennann COnaWay
Scholarship
Deadline: March 15. 2004

Early Childhood
Education Studells
Joan and Irving Harris
Scholarship

Journalism Students
John Fischetti Scholarship

Photography Students
Kodak Scholarship

Senior seminar
Students
Jane Alexandroff Senior
Project Award

Television SlDdellS
Thaine Lyman Scholarship

Theater SlUdems
Da vid Talbot Cox Scholarship
Fund
Freshman Achievement
Award
Michael Merritt
Scholarship/Desig ner-InRes idence

NEWII
Irv Kupcient Scholarship
for students majoring in
Joumalism , Television or
Radio.
Patricia McCarty
Scholarship Fund
for students majoring in
Marketing.

Go to colum.edu/scholarships for more information.

AnENTION:
STUDENT WORKERS AND SUPERVISORS
The Student Employment Office Wants You To Make
A Smooth Transition Into the Spring Semester
Students: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• January 31 , 2004 is your last workday for the fall semester.
• You may start working spring hours on February 2, 2004 if you have been rehired for spring.
Ask your supervisor.
• Remember, you must be enrolled for at least 6 credit hours in the spring semester and have at
least a 2.0 G.P.A. in order to continue working.

Supervisors: • •••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••
• Complete and return fall evaluation forms to Student Employment by the end of the fall
semester, January 19, 2004.
• let your student worker(s) know whether you are "rehiring" them for spring.
• Students work up to 20 hrs. each week during th e semester break.
• Send us a Work Authorizations for your ne w . tudent workers after January 17, 2004.
• New . tudents may come to the Student Employment Office for payroll processing Monday thru
Thur.day, lOam · 3pm after January 17,2004.
• We need lobi to POlt on the Job Board. Send In Job Opening. nowl

Que. tlons?
Contact Stude nt Employment, 623 S. Waba. h, Room 315 312/344·8521 or x8

January 12, 2004
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Finding model behavior

Opening more·'Barbershop' doors

o How modeling in the buff went from a
Renaissance no-no to a digital concern

o

taken in the past to avert such occurBy Scotty Carlson
In
the
Photography
rences.
SIaJIWriIef
Department, students with photos
Since the dawn of the Renaissance, they feel could create a commercial
artists (and eventually photogra- career are required to get a release
phers) have realized the value of form signed by the model. Peter
using people as their mode ls, and the LeGrand, the teacher of a Columbia
two have shared a relationship based photography workshop entitled
"Workshop on the Nude," makes it
on the trust that the artist will "use
good judgment in di splaying the a point at the beginning of each sespiece once it is is finished.
sion to explain this legal relationship.
"One of the things I include in my
But in the days when photographs
and art can be sent to the ends of the spiel is that if a student feels a photoglobe with a click of a computer graph has the potential for moneymouse or people can become unwit- making, then he or she has a legal
ting " models" w~th a d iscreetly obligation to contact the model first,
placed ce ll phone camera, that and then they can makc arrangements
that are comfortab le for both of
dynam ic may have changed.
"[Our relationsh ip with models] is them," said LeGrand.
Shei la Myrcik, a model who has
a time-honored trust, and we have no
official contracts with them," said . posed for LeGrand's workshops on
off fo r a number of years, has
and
Jay Wolke, chainnan of the Art and
Design Department. "The human found that because of the way the
body is one of the most comp lex class is conducted, her opinion is that
things to learn or teach to draw, and Columbia's trust philosophy is fine
models have been used to teach it the way it is.
"I've never been in a strange situafrom the start."
Prior to the Renaissance, the use of tion [at Columbia]," Myrcik said. "I
agree
to do it because or Peter and the
mo<lels was not evident. Instead of
real subjects, many medieval artists way he conducts the sessions, both
preferred to search for an abstract professionally and artistically."
Myrcik has also found Columbia
ideal in their depiction of God and
the Virgin Mary, and, according to students to be extremely accommoscho lars, the thought of using a per- dating about di scussing whether her
son to stand in for either seemed session pictures will be exhibited or
not.
almost vulgar.
Despite the success LeGrand has
But with the rise of science in the
Renaissance, the work of Leonardo garnered from models like Myrcik
and Michaelangelo shifted the with his procedures, he has sti ll
emphas is from the transcendental to searched for an org3!lization that repobservable facts. And by the 1800s, resents the legal rights of nude modartists were no longer commissioned els, but has yet to actually find one.
The closest LeG rand might find to
portrait painters by church and state,
which freed many to study anatomy a models' union was featured promiat length . The need for models nently in national news in May of
2003. The nude models of Moore
soared. said scholars.
Since this explosion, artists, pho- College Art and Design of
tographers and models forged a trust Philadelphia voted to join the
between them, which did not allow American Federatiop of State,
artists to have permission to dissemi- County and Municipal Employees, a
nate the art without the models' per- union group that represents city
mission. According to Wolke, a sys- workers, to force the university to
tem of .trust that has been good pay attention to occupationa l hazenough for artists for the last 400 ards, such as studio ventilation, temperature and clean liness.
years is good for the Columbia.
White the group is less concerned
" Models understand that they're
there for people to create art, and with maners along the lines of the
they also understand the artists have Echo model'S grievances, labor offian entitlement to do what they want cials have called the union the first of
with the art," Wolke said. "It's a pret- its kind. And once joining, the models have expressed intentions to bring
ty black and white situation."
Some feel, however, that the situa- unionization to other area art models.
For models such as Myrcik, the
tion isn' t clearly outlined. Debra Parr,
a faculty member of Columbia's Art benefits of such an organ ization
wou
ld be welcomed.
and Design Department and a teacher
"I know people who [model] daily,
of art history, feels that trust is a
which makes it a career for them, and
flawed relationship.
"The relationship is often an [a union] might be very helpful,
unequal one," Parr said. "The artist because it can be a strenuous job,"
has a lot of power and privilege over said Myrcik.
Should Columbia see a similar
the model, who is working fo r the
sh ift with its models? Not a chance,
artist and typically is less powerful."
According to Parr, this situation say faculty members.
"The problem is, the field is so
has also been reversed. With the use
of a popular, in-demand model or the fluid with people coming and going
use of loved ones by the artist, much that it would be difficult to get anyinfluence can be exerted over which thing going," LeGrand said. "And
pie€:es will be exhibited or how the even if one did exist, I'm not comsessions will be run. Raphael put plete ly sure it would help them ."
Even those who found fault with
himselfin such a situation, for example, by using his mistress as his chief the artist-model relationship prefer it
over the unionized alternative.
model for the Madonna, Parr said.
"I like to think of art schools as
If the relationship couldn't be
helped with the code of ethics, -one places of freedom of expression, and
I
wouldn't
like to see a loi of rules
would assume the law could set the
si tuation straight, but the picture si m- and regu lations set down," said Parr.
But Parr still believes that in a
ply becomes blurrier.
"If there is a reasonable expecta- society where strangers have thl!
tion of privacy, someone might have technological capability to photoa legal claim, and in most cases, since graph others without thl.!ir consent via
classes are relatively small at something as innocuous as a cellular
Columbia, there could be an expecta- telephone, neither models nor artists
tioh for privacy," said Marc can to afford to be naive about such
Goodman, executive director of the matters anymore.
"If the relationship is goi ng to conStudent Press Law Center.
However, Columbia is an art tinue operating on trust, then both
parties
are going to have to be open
school with national recognition ,
which carries the possibility of stu- about what's going to happen with
dent work gaini ng wide exposure. that imagery," Parr said. " If a model
According to Goodman, a wider doesn ' t want hi s or her image disaccessibility would make privacy less sem inated beyond the class, then limits might have to be set."
likely.
Though Columbia's standards wi ll
not be rewritten, steps have been
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Chicago movie premiere to benefit filmmakers' alma mater

By Jordan Troh
Assislollt CSrjxIs News EdiiJr
Bob Teilel and George Ti llman
are at it !lgain,
Barbershop 2, the sequel to tbe
Co lumbia alumni
2002 hit
Barbershop, is scheduled to premiere 'in Chicago on Feb. 3 at
Piper's Alicy. 1616 N. Wells St.,
and the proceeds from thc event
will benefit Columbia's Open
Doors Scholarship fund.
"The school gave us a lot, We
like to'-give back," said Bob Teitel,
speaking for himself and Tillman
who both worked as producers on
the film. "Anytime George and I
can do something to help
O)lurnbia, it is worthwhile."
. The premiere is sponsored by
the 1l1inois Film Office, the
Chicago office of the Screen
Actors Gui ld, the Chicago Film
Office, Scree n Magazine and
Optimus, a post-production company.
" h 's lovely when your hometown people cboose to come back."
said Kit Woods, tbe assistant executive director of SAG's Chicago
office. "It ke,eps an energy level
that is difficult to sustain."
The Open Doors Scholarsh ip
program provides scholarships to
graduates of Chicago Public
Schools, The awards are $4,000,
renewable fo r four years and up to
45 scholarships will be given for
the 2004-2005 scbool years,
according to Mark Kelly. vice president of Student Affairs.
"He re is a mm about minority
voices and the scholarship is about
making sure that future minority
voices w ill be part of the arts and
medja disciplines we prepare students for," Kelly said,
Before tickets went on 'sale for
the event, the school had already
rais~d more than S20,OOO to spon
sorships, Kelly said,
"There is no question that this
event will sell out. We hope to
raise over $25,000 for the Open
Doors Scho larship," Kelly said.
M

Brenda Sexton, head of tbe
Illinois Film Office, said she is
happy to help raise money for the
scholarship.
"I believe [in the OPen Doors
p{ogram] tremendously," Sexton
said. "I got th{ough school 00
scholarsbips. I'm personally committed to helping high school students reach their potential through
education."
Prior to the' screening, a reception will take place at Second City
e.l.c, also in Piper's AHey. Tickets
for just the screening are S25 ,
while tickets for botb the screening
and reception are S100.
Kelly said the screening is
geared more toward those who are
interested in providing monetary
support to the college because the
tickets are pricey, but he said that
students were more than welcome
to attend.
"It is important that schools like
Columbia College are supported.
It giyes kids the opportunity to get
the training they need," Woods
said. "We wish to encourage more
people to go to college and learn
their craft."
As fo r the film, Teitel said it is
better than the originaL
" It's a bener movie. It's a better
story, I think the director is better.
It 's more complex," Teitel said.
"This film tested higher tban the
first one,"
Teitel said that neither he nor
Tillman aimed to make the original
Barbershop controversial, tbey just
thought it was funny.
" We djd what we thought was
natural," Teitel said .. "{The controversy] was a big surprise to us."
Teitel said the response to
Barber~hop 2, 'which opens nationally on feb. 6 and premieres first
in Los Angeles at the end of
January,
exceeded
his
and
Tillman's expectations.
"At first it was like 'do we real- ·
ly want to go down th is road
again?'" Teitel said. " But the
response has been terrific."
Teitel said that the studjo tried to
push some controversy into

Ba,ber~hop 2 but said that nothing
was in the movie that " didn't feel

right."

"We definitely say some things
that will make people pay auention," Teitel said,
Teitel said the success of
Barbershop was not due to its controversial scrip!, however. He said
the story .is what made the film
"take off.'~
"There is heart to it. That's
being smart. The characters are
very three-dimensional," he said.
"We mad~ a good movie,"
None of the main cast of
Barbershop 2 will be attending the
premiere in Chicago and neither
will Tillman because they will be
spread out across the country promoting the film, Teitel said.
However, Teitel and all of the
Chi~go cast and crew will be
there.
For more information Or tickers,
col/ (312) 344-725Q.
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Bob Teitel

Class sizes Continuedfrom FrrmJ Page
enrollment. In 2003, undergraduate
enrollment at Columbia rose by less
than one percent.
"We have a tight classroom situation," said Provost and Vice
President of Academic Affairs Steve
Kapelke. " If we can increase the
avcrage number of students in classes slightly, it makes better use of our
campus resources."
At a meet ing with students in
2002, college President Warrick L.
Carter sa id that an increase of two
students per class saves the co llege
Sl million.
Kapelke said the average class
size does not affect the maximum
amount of students allowed for a sin-

gle class. That amount is at the full
discretion of the depanments . As of
last week, mOSt classes otTered at
Columb ia for the spring semester set
a limit of 18 students, with some
extending to 25 students.
The college has traditionally
billed itself as a venue of sma ll
classes with maximum teacher- student interaction.
That's not changing, accord ing to
Kapclke.
" Thc level of individuali zed
instruction is very high," he said.
"By the very nature of the education
wc offer, our class sizes are very
low."
Indeed, Columbia's average class-

room tallies arc rpodest in comparison to that of other colleges, which
often number in the hundreds .
Columbia's Student Government
President
lustin
Association
Kuluvsek said the numbers are not
significant enough to warrant concern.
Meanwhilc, graduate school average class sizes actually decreased
from 10.6 to 9.58 despite an increase
in enrollment of 19 percent last year.
The
co ll ege's
institutional
research department during the second week of the sc mester sam pled
the class size numbers, a time when
enrollment numbers typically level
out.

Fight Continuedfrom Front Page
Matthies said he tried to run away
from the man afte r the scuffle and
that in doing so was "suckcr
punched" in the fa ce- causing one
of his teeth. to be pushed back.
That's when Matthies took out his
cell phone and called the police.
After listening to both men's stories and talking to several witncsses,
Matthies said the police gave the
other man and him two options:
either walk away or face possible
assault charges. The men chos~ the
fonner of the two.
" , wasn't really hurt except for
my pride being wounded,'·' Matthies
sa id, adding that he has been in several other incidents of this kind,
though this was the fir st one involv-

ing physical contact.
He is planning on talking to a
lawyer. The man could not be COIltacted .
Matthie s
graduated
from
Columbia in 1995, is now a producer whose recent film credits include
producing the entire documentary
content for the Marrix . He was in
town from Los Angeles visi ting hi s
family and on his way to a lunch
appointmcnt with a fonner instruclor, Doreen Bartoni, now dean of the
School of Media Arts. He said he
still met Bartoni for lunchalthough he was a few minutes late.
A Chronicle photographcr wit- ·
nessed the scene.
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Sponsored by the offICe of Studont Leadership

SENATOR
SPOTLIGHT

"COMING SOON"
A POEM
A new semester is about to start,
do you know what I'm talking
about?
Classes change and schedules do
too, but the SGA will still be
there for you.
Come February there will be a
new serv ice, if you use it at night
you won't feel so nervous.
It's a shutt le bus for Columb ia

only, so let's all ride so no one
feels lonely.
It's free, you know that's right no

extra fee, so why not ride it, what
fun it will be!
The winter is hard and the nights
can be scary, you can even ride it
if your name is Carrie.
It's awfully fa r from one class to
another, th is can speed it up so
you won't have to rush li ke a

matha' .
It drives around from one bui lding to the next, and then to the

trains, that the commuters will
love bes,t.
Wait did I mention it's free and
wi ll be fun? It will give you a
chance to meet everyone.
Not to change the subject but
Hey! Wouldn't you like to see a

Last Week's Minutes
-Call to order 5:02 p.m.
-Mike Dcbish came to address the senate
-2004 budget exceeds any budget before
-1 1.5 million is up fo r facilities
-Focus is 623 Wabash Ave. fire alarms, as well as adding sprinklers in new renovations
-New Photo studio and new theater in Ludington Buildi ng are biggest renovations
-They arc doing elevators this year and next 33 E Congress, 1104 Wabash Ave. and
624 Wabash Ave.
-There will be a lot of work going on in the school facilities.
-Other than the elevators nothing should really effect the school day to day activities
-Mike Debish is also working on SGA's Amenities proposal
-New ATMs on campus wi ll hopefully be here soon as well
-We are looking for other common spaces in addi tion to the C-Spaces
-There is also a lot of looking at new hours for buildings
-Shunle Service proposa l
-We have been asked to raise $ 13,000 to match the administrations dollars
-Motion to match the $ 13,000
-Why?
-We had more than 10% of the student population sign petit ions saying it would benefit
the school.
-It would he lp with safety concerns as we ll as make it easier to get to c lasses
-Motion passed
-Meeting Adjourned 5:58 p.m.

Mardi Gras parade?
We're keeping busy a lo ng with
SOC, to have a community gathering where we a ll collect beads.
So keep you eyes out for fl iers
for this, it wi ll be way too muc h
fun for anyone to miss.
Have a good break and don't forget to study, oh wait school's
over (I'm a little b it nutty)!
-Brandon Lewis
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The following is a brief representation of what the Columbia College Chicago Student Government·
Association discussed at the last senator meeting.

"

&'
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my name is Katie Getty and
I'm an at- large senator fo r your
SGA! I'm also the chair for the
student facilities committee. I'm a
theatre and fashion major. This is
my second year at Columbia. In
May. I wi ll be in a show called,
"Yard." I'm a lot offun and if you
come to an SGA meeting you'll
see
how
crazy
St,udent
Government people party!!!

Contact Information
E-mail: sga@corum:edu

Phone: 312-344-6657
Fax: 312-344-8423
1104 S. Wabash Ave .
Student Org. HUB/Office C
Chicago, IL 60605
Open: M-Th 10-4

Tidbits
COMING SOON
FROM THE SGA!
Keep your eyes open
for new SGA initiatives
around school.

Mardi Gras gathering
with SOC!
Shuttle bus service for
Spring 2004!

GOVERNING ADVICE
"Bundle up, it's Chicago."

SEE YOU ALL
NEXTYEARI

January 12, 2004

in a reg utar dorm.

or live like a ,:'
ROCK STA ,
artment style luxury livi.ng with
A ' the amenities you can dre . of ...
bicycle storage

sundecks
laund!y on site
internet access
basic cable

or apply at

"

,

.collegeparkweb·~'c,om
.
/

,,"

,

11tllil ~mr~~1t @<IDrr<ID~~
1 Jl @ ~ \WICIDlb<ID~lln
Q

$7.75
Student Rate
A.M. or P.M.
Also Visit our two other locations:
722 S. Wabash $7.75 and 11 E. Balbo $7.75
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College isn't just for studying anymore
o

, \(1'

,

Students mai ntain homework deadlines while coping with the hectic schedules of their extra-curricular activities

followed their lead.
opportunities are going to be left of Labor Statistics also found that
"When I talk to my mom, she's
behind," Neuman said. "Employers the majority- 53 percent-of colalways
like,
'Melissa,
when
are
are looking for a well-rounded canlege students are employed,
D. C.you doing your school work?' And
didate, someone with good grades, according to an October 2002 surInternship: 20 hours per week.
I'm like, ' Mom, I keep having to
good internship expe rience and
vey published on the bureau's webWork:
1S hours per week.
remind mysel f that I 'm here to get
good leadership experie nce. "
sile.
Community service: 30 hours per
Leadership expe r ience might
Neuman speculated that increasa degree and not change the
semester.
world, " . Tanguay, 19, said . "But]
best be attained on campus, accordes in tuition may send more stuGreek life: Three hours per
schoolwork
wherever
I
ing
to
Neuman.
dents
011 the employment route.
try
to
fit
in
week . Student co urt serv ice: Two
can-usually on the weekends."
" [Extra-curricular acti vities] can
The average costs for the 2003-04
to three cases per month. C lasses:
16 c redit hours. Sleep: Fi ve \0 s ix
Tanguay, who take s 16 credit be incredibly valuable experiences,
academic year for a four-year prihours per night.
hours of c lasses and double majors
because as an intern you aren't
vate college or university went lip
Th e average college student , by
going to naturally step into a lead6 percent, and fo r a public inst il uin publi c commu nication and the
the numbers . Well , pe rhaps not
interdisciplinary major o f
tion climbed 14.1 perce nt
average, but certai nl y not un usuaL commun icat ions.
legal , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , compared to the previous
T his is the life of George
institutions, economics and
"Employers are looking for a year 's costs, according to the
Washington Un ivers ity se nior Liz
government, has little time
well~rou n ded candidate, someCollege Board . But students
Adam s, 21, of Boulder, Colo.
one w i th good grades , good also take jobs and internships
for homework during the
Adam s interns w ithout pay on
week. She serves as presiin ternship experience and gOQd for personal reasons.
Joe Lie berman's presidential camdent of the C ircle K comleade rship experience. "
" I love my community,"
pai gn for a full day every Monday mun ity
serv ice
group,
s aid A merican Unive rsity
and Fri~a y and a half-day on
works in the Career Center,
- American University Career Juni or Rachel Korycan, of
Wednesdays. She al so attends class
gives tours to prospective
Akron , Oh io, who serves as
students
on Wednesdays. On Tuesdays and
as
an
AU
Center Internship Adviser Anne c hair of the Jewi sh Student
Thursdays, she's in class fr om 8
AtlIb~ssador and co-chairs
Neuman
Assoc iation . " I'm really pasa.m . to 3 p.m. She also serves as
the social committee for
sionate about everything I do,
the fellow ship director for the coso for me, sharing that pasthat group. Next year she
ed service fratern ity Alpha Phi
hopes to be a resident adviser and
ership role, but on campus ... You
s ion w ith other people is what realOmega; sits on the University
get a public relations internship.
can lake a leadership role and take
Iy drives me: The personal sati s facHearing Board, a student court;
While some adults may picture
on lots of responsibility," she said.
tion of knowing that I' m doing
and, finall y, works 10 to 20 hours
college students constantly cruisHowever, having a job or intern- something good for a re ligion, and
weekly at Pottery Barn, the only
ing the party scene, American
ship "dramatically" changes a stua culture and a group of people that
place that actually pays her.
University
Career
Center de nt's college experience, as well,
I absolutely adore, and also teach Though Adams' week fills up
Neuman said.
ing other people about it."
Internsh ip Adviser Anne Neuman
faster than a college kid 's coffee said career-oriented students also
"Having an internship experiKorycan, 20, was an intern with
cup, she says she actually doesn't
should come to mi nd.
ence allows you to incorporate
the Israeli embassy last semester
feel "that much" stress.
" I think it's defini tely a trend
what you've been learning in the
and continues to work there, amid
'" see my friends who are trying [ for students to have a job or classroom to the real world, and
activi ties with the Jewish Student
to apply to law school and grad
internshipl,"
Neuman
said,
that's invaluable," she said.
Association, Students for Israel and
schoo l ... and' know they've got a explaining that a "pre-profess ionAccording 10 an American
a women's group on campus.
lot more things to worry about,"
al" university can prov ide "experi - Univers ity graduate census from
Though students may find thei r
Adams said .
ential education" for students.
the spring 2002 class, 8 1 percent of work fu lfilling, they also may find
Such hectic schedules may come
Neuman
said
employers students who had an internship or that it takes time from other areas
as more of a shock to parents than
"absolutely" look at applicants'
co-op said that it influenced the ir of co llege life.
today's students, as parents rememexperiences more than they used
career plans and 24 percent said
"I definitely don't have enough
ber college as a time to focus on
to .
that it was a factor in securing thei r time (to hang out and relax}," said
classes and co-eds.
"When there are fewe r positions current jobs . Neuman estimates
University of Cal ifornia-Berke ley
American University sophomore
employers can be, and are, more
that 80 to 85 percent of American
senior Eric Schewe, 21, of
Melissa Tanguay, from Harrisburg,
selective. Therefore, students who
Univers ity undergraduates have a
Brooklyn, N.Y. Schewe estimates
Pa ., said her parents "weren't realdon't take advantage of internships job or internship before they comhe puts in about 25 to 50 hours per
ly invol ved in anything" dOTing
and don't get involved in extracurplete their co ll ege careers. The
week as editor-in-chief of the stucollege, but she certainly hasn't
ricular activities and leadership
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau dent
newspaper
The
Daily

By Anne Godlasky
The Eagle"(Ameiic1ll UnMiis~J '
(KRT)
Washington

, ,, ~ ;.

Cal ifornian, published dail y on
weekdays. Though he sti ll manages
to get seven to eight hours of sleep
per night "in a good week ," he
can't afford to devote the same
amount of time to fun.
"It really- involves making sacri[I
fices in terms of social life
hang .out w ith friends] at most,
probabl y once a week on Friday
afiernoon s, because Saturday afiernoons I'm doing homework and
Sundays
I'm
plannin g
for
Monday's pape r. "
Howeve r, despite what seems to
be an . increase in students with
jobs, interns hips and extracurricular act ivi ties, some students still
say academics are their No. I priority.
"I plan in advance so I can fini s h
ev erything," s aid Virginia Tec h
jun ior and bio-sy.stems engineering
major Jennifer Moore, who also
has a part-time j ob and participates
in several campus grou ps.
However, Warren Hunt, a seni or
at Carnegie Me llon U nivers ity in
Piltsburgh, said he has definitely
noticed his friend s with jobs and
internships gelling more stressed
out and devoting less time to
school work .
"I never have a job during the
year; I 'm an academic," Hunt sa id .
By tak ing about 20 credit hours
each semester, he plans to graduate
with a degree in math and computer science after three years at
Carnegie Mellon.
St ill , some students can't imagine life w ithout other work and
activities. Tanguay said she thinks
·a desire for success and involvement is common for her generation.
" ] think there is this push for
people my age to take advantage of
everythi ng because it's there and it
can only help you," Tanguay said,
adding that activ ities give her the
"full" college experience.

Enlistments grow despite slipping support for Iraq war
o

All branches of the military are meeting e~pected recruitment goals as young Americans look for work during the recess ion

By Patrick S, Pemberton
Kn~ht

Ridder Nempapers

( KRT) San Lui s Obispo, Cal ifLisa Fay doe sn't agree with the war
in Iraq, but she's j oining the Army
any way.
A 4-year stint will allow her to
receive the training she needs to
become a mcntal health specialist,
w hich could lead to a ca reer in
social serv iccs. the O ceano, Calif.
teen said .
When he cnters th c Army next
spri ng, Jason Searoni w il l already
havc a degree in computer scie nce
from Californ ia Poly tec hn ical
Institute. Bul he would lik e the
A rmy to payoff his student loans
The Army will pay up to $65,000
in sc hool loans. Scaroni has around
S30.000, she said.
··So that \ViII take ca re of all of
my loan debt," sai d the San Lui s
Obispo, res ident.
Even though support for military
invo lvcment in Iraq is waning (the
country is now e venly split, according to several polls conducted last
month), all branches of the service
are meeting their enlistment quotas.
'·Things have been going very,
very wcll," said Douglas Smith, a
spokesman for the A rm y Recruiting
Command in Georgi~. "We've
made our recruiting m ission for the
year."
Last month, the Army's goal was
to recruit 6,400 new enlistees
nationwide. It signed up 6,594 .
Critics say the war in Iraq has
been too cost ly, has resulted in fur ther instability in the Middle East

and worst of all has resulted in the
deaths of more than 430 U.S.
troops as of press time.
The possibility of encountering
danger has sparked questions from
potential recruits and their parents,
Cromer said. But the odd s of getting killed in Iraq are slim, he said.
"It's concerning to a lot of people, of course," Cromer sa id. "But I
don ' t see a big impact as fa r as
enlistments."
To help keep the military supplied with troops, the federal gove rnm e nt has increased expenses fo r
recruiters.
This fiscal year, the Army spcnt
$321 milli on- up $146 mi llion
from a decade ago- on travel, ccll
phones, laptops and other materials
for recruiters. Mean w hile, its
advert is ing budget has nearly doubled-to $227 milli on- in the past
four years.
An d the mi litary has boosted
ince nti ves to join.
The Army, which has targctcd
college student s and college-bound
high schoolcrs , started expe rimenting with IS-month terms of service
to appeal to those re luctant to commit to .the prcvious mini m um com·
mi tment of two years.
Meanwhile, the G. 1. Bill wi ll pay
more money for schoo ling (up to
$50,000) once a soldier finishes a
stint. And those who have already
graduated from col lege can have up
to $65,000 repaid by the serv ice.
In addition to thai, some recruits
receive cash bonuses of up to
$20,000 (depending on factors like
prior education and assignment),

and many will
receive training
that could make
them more marketable in civilian life.
All that can be
appeal ing, especially whe n the
economy is sti ll
reco vering from
a 200 I recession
that put two million people out of
work.
" Basically, the
mi litary is m y
last resort
in
life," sa id Jamie
Gooch , 25, of
Atascade ro,
C alif.
Gooch,
who
has a wife and 3year-old daughter, said he can't
find stable work
and he can not
afford t o go to
school. So he'll
get training in
Eric SealslKnight Ridder Newspapers
aircraft repair in
Recruits from Platoon 2004 at Parris Island , S.C. , watch as Sg!. Johnnie
the Army.
" Ri ght
now Hughes shows them the proper way to march.
it's so tight with
money-with all
were like, 'Darn, sc hool's expenare weary of having to spend years
the bills and stuff-the Army is
sive,'" sa id Susan Fay 's mother,
paying off loan debts .
basically it."
Kelly.
While Lisa Fay, 17, is enlisting
The economy made s ignificant to receive training for a career, her
Kelly Fay's husband took out a
gains in the third quarter of this
loan to pay for his own classes at
IS-year-o ld sister, Susan, enl isted
year, but economists say job in the National Guard reserves last A ll an Hancock College and spent
growth is sti ll slow.
summer to earn money for schooL
And many hi gh school graduates
"We kind of looked around and
See Enlistments, Page 11
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Pop culture cracks its way into
mainstream college curricula
By James M. O'Neill
KrOghl Ridder NewspapelS

(KRn Philadelphia- These days,
when college students say they 're
studying Homer, they as likely mean
"The Simpsons" character as the
ancient Greek author of "The Iliad."
As a field for serious research, popular culture has come' of age. It's been
a long, slow road to academic acceptance.
The subject, once dismissed by
professors, was later taken hostage by
those with political agendas on both
sides of the 1990s Culture Wars,
when debate raged as college curricula shifted away from a Western, classical focus.
Today, though it gives some
tuition-paying parents hean palpitalions, pop culture has taken its place
as a mainstream subject for studynol only in sociology, but in disciplines from hislory to philosophy.
Professors promote the trend on
sevel"'dl fronts. "Popular culture courses help us leach liberal arts skills
usi ng subject matter that's more
accessible 10 students," said Jeffrey
Hyson, a 51.
Joseph's
University history professor
who will edit an American
history textbook
devoted to popular culture.
Timothy
Burke, a cultural histoty
professor at
Swarthmore
College
Pennsylvania,
put it this
way
"A n y thing
that lots of people do
is worth sludying. II
opens an endless series of
questions about what
it is to be human."
Michael Aaron
Rockland, a professor
of
American studies
at
Rutgers
Un i versiJy,
defended pop culture studies for
another reason.
"When J give
students classics to ~ead,
they're afraid to
speak up. They
don't engage their critical faculties," Rockland
said. "Look, one or
two of Shakespeare's
plays actually stink.
"Pop culture is useful if you want students to be brave enough to be critical. It's wonderful to have students
raising their hands every two minutes
instead of sitting like stones."
His jab at Shakespeare conjures
another defense of pop culture studies. Academics argue that many c1assics were the pop culture of their era,
from Shakespeare to opera o r Mozart.
''Taday's popular culturejs tomorrow's elite culture," Rockland said. " I
don't want to just teach dead stuff
that's already been acclaimed."
He sai d jazz started in New
Orleans brothels. As it moved up the
Mississippi River, it grew more
respectable. "Music that had been
played in whorehouses was u ltimately being played in conservatories of
music," Rockland said. "We invest in
things with value once they stick
around."
Though the novd was invented in
the 16005, Rutgers did not teach the
genre until 1900. "Novels were considered
mere
entertainment,"
Rockland said.
Then the movies, a new genre,

arrived; novels were promoted to dig.
nified academic status. In the 1950s,

movies became acceptable fodder for
study-television had arrived.
Pop culture courses arc now ubiquitous: Lebanon Valley Collcge professor Eric Bain-Selbo taught a

course this semester on two
Homers-the Greek author and television's Homer Simpson- in order to
parse "high" versus "low" culture and
the moral and philosophical lessons
offered up by each. The writ ing
course was designed to get freshmen

thinking early about whitt is worth
studying and how to think critically.
"\ know 'The Simpsons' has no
stand ing against 'The Iliad,' but
studying 'The Simpsons' does reveal

a lot abe)U1 our sociery," Bain-Selbo
said. "Why does it enthrall?"
Another Pennsylvavia prof1cssor,
Susan Schwartz of Muhlenber
College teaches a course on the ~li
gions o f "Star Trek" to introduce students to the critical study of religion.
She uses the show as a lens to illustrate how culture and religion interact- and to let students discuss an
often-touchy topic. "It makes religion
more acccssible," she said.
Next semester,
Elizabethtown
College professor
Kevin Scott will
teach a class
on
the
images of
women
in
comic books
and
video

An
English professor, Scon found
researching

books

ness of the whale"'- a
reference to the more
unending scholarly theorizing over what Ahab's
whale symbolizes in a
classic of American literature-Hennan Melville's

MobyDick.
"The high-end arts
are potentially less
helpful to understand what is going
on in a culture,"
Scott said.
Rutgers' Rockland
has taught post-World War
II America using best-seiling, often trashy, novels.
He explained the popularity of Mickey
Spillane's
Mike
Hammer books in
1950s America, while Ian
Fleming's James Bonet character
took another decade to catch on.
The Spillane books emphasized
values of vigilantism and individualism, while Bond worked in an organizatio n and his scope was international, Rockland said. In the I 950s,
Americans tried to forget World War
11 by retreating to the suburbs, making
group endeavors anathema.
In the 196Os, with President John F.
Kennedy's "ask what you can do for
your country" still ringing and
Vietnam on the radar, the nation grew
more outward looking and Bond
became more popular.
"By focusing on these novels I'm
not trying to say Mickey Spillane is
great- he'S awful," Rockland said .
But the focus on pop culture provided
a window into broader issues influencing American life at that ti me.
Academics note the potential danger in all this-class discussion can
quickly degenerate into a bull 5,Fssion
about students' favorite television
shows. The professors must guide
students back to the question at hand.

"You have to ensure they talk with
the same rigor they'd use w ith the
C ivil War," Hyson said.
Over the last decade, even doctoral
dissertations are focusing on pop culture, unheard of a genel"'dtion ago.
Some examples: "Baseball Card
Collection and the Politics of Sports";
" Music and Meaning Among
Spri ngsteen Fans"; "The Cultural
Legacy of Marilyn Monroc"; and others on body piercing, hip-hop and
how FJashdance and the Rocky
movics reflected the values of 1980s
Vodoo Reaganomics.
Still, given the field 's long struggle
for acceptance, it carries heavy baggage, and even those who embrace
the concept squinn when they sense a
colleague treating the subject matter
too seriously.
This taint exists even among students. When Laura Napolitano, a senior at St. Joseph's, took Hyson's
course, someone asked her ifit was an
easy, "gut" course.
Anything but. A recent class discussion on Hollywood's movie-rating
system fostered electric debate on
freedom of speech, how cultural values are portrayed and who wields
power to shape cultural opinion.
The pop studies trend exists
abroad, too. Last year, the University
of East Anglia in England held an
academic conference titled "Blood,
Text and Fears: Reading Around'
'Butry the Vampire Slayer. '"
Academics read scholarly papers
on Butry, but given the popular subject, organizers felt obliged to stress
that the event was "not a fan convention ... and costumes are not encouraged."
...
Those who attended could hear
papers on " From Metropoli s to
'Melrose Place': Morphic Resonance
in 'Buffy the Vampire Slayer'" or
'" You Hold Your Gun Like a Sissy
Girl'- Firearms
and
Anxious
Masculinity in 'Butry the Vampire
Slayer, '" among others.
Already, professors are turning
their gaze to computer games-even
starting Game Studies, an academic
journal. The board of reviewers
includes academics
from
the
University
of
Pennsylvania,
Swarthmore and elsewhere.
One paper that Game Studies published was an analysis of Lara Croft.
the computer-generated archaeologist: "Lara Croft: Feminist Icon or
Cyberbimbo? On the Limits of
Textual Analysis."
For many, pop culture is still a side
interest, something they can do
because they have a traditional body
of work to authenticate their scholarship.
For instance, Bruce Kuklick, a
University of Pennsylvania professor
who specializes in U.S. political and
diplomatic history, later in his career
published a book on Shibe Park (later
Connie Mack Stadium).
Burke argues that insecurity and
snobbery among academics studying
pop culture caused some to use overly scholarly language about subjects
that did not merit it- and provided
easy targets for the political right during the 1990s Culture Wars.
"They're so concerned wilh the
suggestion that to write about, say,
'The Simpsons' means you're not
rea lly smart that it causes a lot of academics to overcompensate, unintentionally making parodies of their own
work," Burke said.
He said scholars overlooked the
fact of their own academic training,
which lets them take a popu lar subject
and ask the kind of questions that produce legitimate new insight.
"Pop culture," Burice said, "is the
raw material to ask more focused
questions."
As Homer Simpson would say:
"D'oh!"

Across the galaxy ..•

AP Photo

A typical example of the ice-rich mantle observed on Mars

with images acquired by the Mars Orbiter camera. Recent
NASA images indicate that a significant amount of water
may be stored near the surface of the Red Planet.

Enlistments
10 Y"'" paying oil" !he debt. So,
when her daughter talked to a
recruiter, she said, it made sense to
have the milital)' pay for her educa-

Continuedfrom Phge 10
National Guard. "If she gets
shipped to Kuwait OJ' .9OI11ewhCre
over ~ that'd be a little 5Caf}'."
LiH Fay isn't overly concerned.

lilm.

1hoU&h- ,

According
to
theU.s,
Departrnenl of Edueation. 64 per·
~nt of students have to take out
loans for college. The average deb!
upon graduation is roughly
$17,000.
Susan Fay hopes !he National
Guard wiU IXlY fOf her to become a
psychiatrist.

not going to be< trained in
so I don't have to
worry abollt that," she said.
Though sl>e doesn'l suwon the
invQlvement in Iraq, Lisa Fay said,
she hopes to be able to help those

the Army

fighting for might not be the best
thing."
At the Army recruitment office in
San Luis Obispo. a few of the
newest recruits, ~Juding Lisa Fay,
Gooch aDd Scaroni, gathered
recently to watch videos and DVD
presentations about difterenl prognuns available.
On one wall, photos of President
Bush and Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld hung side by
side. near several motivational

While

will

pay

S<aroni's loan debts, he also will
receive a $20,000 signing bonus
and training as a linguist.
He's hoping to team Arabic.
When the- 24~year-okl told his
liieods an<! family thaI he planned
to enlist, they initially bad adifficuh
time accepting why a coUege graduate with good prospects would
possibly put himself in harm's 'Nay
by joining the militruy.
!'It took my parents a little while
to warm up to it:' he said. "And

some of my friends were like.,
·Wait. aten't you studying computet programming? Why don't you
just get ajob~ where you're going to
make lots of money?'"
There is a chance he could score
a good·payingjob upon graduation.
he said. "But it's important to me 10
serve my country. And once you

explam thaI 10 them, !hey',. like,
'Wel~ !hal's ptelly cool'"
The downside, of course, is that
be could be sent to a troubled area,
and his life could be in jeopardygenerally not a concern for computer programming grads.
"Ilalow what could happen,~' he
said, "But if the Anny decides: they
Deed me to go to Iraq, T'm fine with

that"

Kelly Fay was OK with her older
daughter joining tho reserves.. But
she's more apprehensive to see Lisa
go full time.
" They own her for however

mMY YeaJ'$," said Kelly Fay, whose
son, 8:ut, ill also joining the

.~'m

the -infantIy,

who are there.

"I dUnk it's important to support

our troops,. although what we're

POSlers.
On Ihose posters, the once ubiquitous '"Be All You Can De" slogan
has now been repla¢ed with a new
one: "Anny of One."
Many enlistees, Cromer said,

will take advantage of the incentives offered for schooling. But for
some, the service provides an
opportunity no one else has offered.
After struggling to make ends
meet, Gooch is ready to move his

family 001 of California, hopefully
to better fommes.
"I'U finally get to pass the
Mississippi River for oncc." he

said.
To enlist in the armed services.

recruits mUSt:

o have a high sc:hool
diploma or GED

o poss an apIllude test

o be drug free
o poss • physical test
o pass a background tost
Some criminal offenses can be
overlooked with a waiver from a
review comminee.
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Columbia, a place of comfort
More than 1SO years ago, the area
that would become home to
Columbia's urban campus was hardly a

place for the faint of heart.
Known .as the Levee district, the
blocks inside HalTison. State and Polk
streets just south of Chicago's Loop
was a sea of vagrants. criminals and
prostitutes all housed in the neighborhood 's saloons and houses ofill repute.
One tavern owner, Mickey Finn.
came to fam e for his drugging of
unsuspecting conventioneers.
The Chicago Tribune described the
plot now occupied by the River City
condominiums as the scene of "the
mosl beastly sensuality and the darkest
crimes,"
And although much of what made
the district in famous has been long
demolished- sans the Pacific Garden
Mi ssion- crime and urban grinincss
remain an unwanted moniker of the
present day South Loop.
That's why crime reports released
last week by the Chicago Police
Department are all the more impressive.
The Chicago Police Department's
Beat I 32- the small slice of land that
includes the fonner Levee, today's
South Loop and Columbia's campussaw significant drops in murder, robbery, assaUlts. burglaries and thefts.
In fact. the area saw major reductions in all of the crimes the city monitors. spelling a more than 8 percent
drop in total.
It is a welcome dct:rease in a city

known as the home of the most mur- criminals are after and urging the
police department to focus on the areas
ders per capita in the United States.
During the first eight months of bordering Columbia's urban campus.
2003 Chicago experienced the fewest
And therein lies the benefit of bodies
homicides in 10 years, and homicides like Columbia-it not only provides
are down more than seven percent nurturing educational grounds for
across the city.
young adults, its development as a
Meanwhile, Columbia's police dis- viable institution advances the commutrict has the lowest murdcr rate in the nity as a whole.
entire city. In fact, it doesn't have a
An influx of pedestrians stems crime
murder rate at all- no one was killed and forus the police to slCp up patrols,
during 2003 in thc South Loop.
especially to combat high-profile probAnd Columbia is to thank, accord- lems like the South Loop's homeless
ing to the police.
population.
Sgt. Bill O'Reilly, the police departWhat was once a sea of warehouses
ment's First District business liaison, has now been gobbled up and rehabbed
told The Chronicle that Martha by Columbia. Old storefronts are art
Meegan, the college's director of cam- galleries; old offices arc classrooms.
pus security, deserved some of the
It's nothing short ofan urban renaiscredit.
sance right before our eyes.
Last year, Meegan spearheaded the
And while Columbia shouldn't take
creation of Security Counsel of all of the credi't for the success of our
Professional Educators, a partnership neighborhood, the educational and arts
among the police department, corridor we helped build surely played
Columbia and Roosevelt and DePaul a big part. After all, the college is the
universities, to combat crime in the . largest landowner in the South Loop.
It's no sct:ret.
South Loop.
"The South Loop schools share
Colleges bring much needed revmany of the same criminal activity and enue downtown, even if it 's spent on
offenders," Meegan told The Chronicle quickly disappearing parking. Colleges
in December. "If we can get photos or create excitement and energy. Colleges
descriptions of our offenders, and then build theaters, venues and festivals.
pass them along to community mem- Colleges spawn coffeehouses and even
bers, we will hopefully shut these types liquor stores.
. Colleges are one piece of the puzzle.
of activities and offenders out of our
area."
Columbia is one piece of the South
It's all part of Meegan's continued Loop. The South Loop- is just one piece
effort to infonn students about keeping of Chicago.
safe around campus, explaining what
We'd like to think we helped.

Bush's air marshal plan doesn't fly
In the wake of several canceled on its full compliance to the program
tran s-Atlantic flight s ove r the despite the objections of its airline
Christmas holiday, the Department pilots, other European nations are
of Homeland Security has announced uneasy, if not downright hostile,
that armed "air marshals" would be toward the idea, with certain airlines
required for all international flights. refusing to fly overseas if armed
This announcement follows on the guards are aboard. The Department
heel s of a contentious ongoing of Homeland Security promptly
debate in the wake of the 9/ 11 attacks retorted, hinting that any internationregarding the arming and deputizing al flight that refuses to cooperate will
of commercial airline pilots .
be denied access to American soil.
The announcement sparked conThis is merely the latest example
troversy overseas, particularly in of the arrogance and extreme lack of
Europe, with an addendum demand- prescience that plagues the Bush
ing that all flights to land on administration.
Despite what people may feel (and
American soil must accommodate
American personnel.
this has nothing to do with feelings,
"We are asking international air it's about results) armed guard s
carriers to take this protective action aboard airplanes will do absolutely
as part of our ongoing effort to make . nothing to ensure the safety of those
air travel safe for Americans and vis- aboard. Before their placement, airitors alike," explained Homeland planes were weapon-free zones. Now
Security Secretary Tom Ridge . "I we have someone with a loaded gun
have said that we will take specific aboard, who can be overpowered by
steps to increase security whenever a few people quite easily. Voila!
necessary. and with this action we You've just handed the airplane over
are doing just that. "
to' a hijacker.
While Britain has recently signed
Not to mention that people are

IRONY

ISNOT
HUMOR

much more aware during flights.
We've taken to self-policing. A
prospective hijacke r wouldn't be
able to get five steps toward the
cockpit before being choked with a
belt, beaten in the head with a pai r of
spiked heels and trussed up with
pantyhose.
And most importantly, an armed
guard has absolutely no recourse
against a shoulder launched anti-aircraft missile. He gets to be consumed
with burning jet fuel like everyone
else .
This is foolish and it belies a simple-minded approach to a challenge
that needs to be addressed from different angles. We cannot solve this
problem by a sJispJay of strength
alone.
The administration needs to get
their heads straight and 'start implementing programs that actually detcr
terrorists rathe r than boost their
approva l ratings. It's been two years
now and they're still playing catch
up, feeding on our fears in order to
gain a tighter grip over us.

YOU KNOW, WE'RE BOTH
GETTING SLAUGHTERED.

BY RYAN

DUGGAN
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Views from campuses across the country

Hate Bush? Boycott the economy.
Rob Goodman

The CIYooicIe (Duke U.)
(V-WIRE) DI:ffiHAM, N.C.What's good for America is good for
George W. Bush. In other words, history tells us that every military success, every uptick in the stock market, indeed every fleeting moment of
happiness experienced by anyone of
us between now and November will
contribute to the re-election of the
president.
For about 50 percent of the country, that's not a problem. But the
other half finds itself in something of
a dilemma, to say the least. Now, I'm
sure all of my readers love America
very much. But I also bet that some
of you really, really hate George W.
. In fact, you're probably asking,
"Rob, how can I sabotage President
Bush's re-election without being
guilty of treason?" I'll tell you how.
Everyone knows that the 2004 election will be fought on two fronts. The
first is Iraq. as Bush finds his continuing popularity tied to the success of
the occupation. Unfortunately, there's
not much even the most ardent Bushhater can do to alter the outcome
there without seriously risking life
and limb.
That leaves the ct:onomy. No sitting president has ever lost during an
economic recovery, and Bush seems
to have timed his perfct:tly.
"Economists predict biggest GOP
growth since 1984" read a typical
headline from around New Year's.
That's bad news.
Arid it's infuriating, too. Have you
ever considered how completely
we're at the mercy of a nebulous,
invisible entity. "The Economy," that
goes up and down whenever a small
cadre of "economists" tell it to? Or
how convenient it is that it should
appear to be going up just in time to
save President Bush? I wouldn't
blame you if you thought the whole
thing was orchestrated by the
Pentagon.
I say it's time to take the economy
out of the hands of the economists
and put it back where it be longs: In
the hands of ordinary. liberal
Americans . The only way to defeat
Bush is to seriously deflate the numbers, And the only way to do that

L.ttel'll to th. tdllor muallOClude fuM name, year, IT'\lljof
.nd a phone numo.r. PJ Ietltr1 are edited fof grammw and
mey be cut dot 10 • W
mlted .mount r:J .Plot .
Lan.,. can be lned to ua .t (S12) J44.1.430,
E..-ntUtd to Chronk:leQcokim,tdu Of mailed 10
The Cokim~ Chtonlc'- c/o lIttIf'I to the Editor, .23 S,
W.bqh Avo., 8ul1l 205, Chltilgo, III. fOlDS,

is--yes---to boycon the entire economy until November 2004.
Consider the potential impact of a
well-organizcd omni-boycolt. The
U.S. median income was $42,409 in
2002; for a rough estimate. we can
multiply by the nearly S4 million
individuals who voted against George
Bush in 2000. That gives us a total of
nearly $2.3 trillion subtracted from
the economy this year, enough to
derail the presidential aspirations of
Jesus Christ himself.
At this point you might raise several objections. You might, for
instance, quibble with "well-organized ...• Surely, you'd argue, there's no
unifying figure charismatic enough to
convince 54 million Americans to
spend absolutely no money on anything for 10 months. But you'd be
neglecting someone.
He's the only presidential candidate in memory with a legitimate cult
following. Consider this testimonial
from the Dec. 7 issue of the New
York Times Magazine: "Clay
Johnson got involved in the campaign after a young woman named
Merrill told him she didn't love him
anymore. Johnson stripped to his
underwear, lay on the floor in a fetal
position and remained there for days,
occasionally sipping from an old carton of orange juice. Alanned,
Johnson's friends scratched their
heads for a way to snap him Ol,lt of it.
Finally they hit on one: Howard

Dean."
Dean translates the emotional
dependence of acolytes like Johnson
into an unprecedented control over
their wallets. In early December,
flush from contributions totaling over
$40.4 million, Dean ordered his followers to donate instead to uruvwwn
towa congressman Leonard
Boswell- who proceeded to rake in
S51,OOO in 48 hours, tfDean's next
major policy address were entitled
"Five Reasons You Should All
Immediately Dance for My
Amusement"- you get the idea.
So imagin'e if Howard Dean went
on national TV and said the following: "Friends. every single dollar you
put into the economy is an indirect
campaign contribution to George W.
Bush. So as pan of our effort to take

See Economy, Page 15
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Fingerprinting system deserves the finger
Adam J. Ferfngton
Convne!1tary Edilor

'1be oo1y good bureaucrat is one
with a pistol at his head. Put it in h.is
hand and it's good bye to the Bill of
Rights."

- H.L. Mencken
The New Year has begun-not with
a whimper, but a bang. As of Ian. 5,
the United States has required the fingerprinting and photography of al l for-

eign visitors at liS U.S. airports and
14 key seaports as a fierce inaugura-

tion to the U.S. Visitor and Immigrant
StaWS Indicator Technology program.
Under the new program, most foreigners are required to have prints of
their two index fingers taken, as well
as comprehensive digital photos com-

prised of both facial and profile shots.
Infonnation from the screening
process will then be indexed with the
FBI's criminal watch list against all

persons with any prior convictions of
statutory rape. drugs and visa fraud.
But not murder, weapons trafficking
or even good old-fashioned rape of a
woman over the age of 18. Apparently
those things aren't important.
Said Homeland Security Secretary
Tom Ridge, "It is part of a compre·
hensive program to ensure that our
borders remain open to visitors, but
closed to terrorists."
Here's a short, maladroit riff on
how your tax money works in govern·
ment: You pay a large sum of your
income that could otherwise be used
for drugs, pornography or gambling.
Your lost capital is apportioned out to
government agencies that do not use
the funds to support a diverse and sta·
ble economy, a high~ua lity educatio n
system or comprehensive health care.
Instead, they squander it on
overblown initiatives that violate civil
liberties. increase anxiety and paranoia
and send the National Treasury spiral·

Ryan Ouggan/The Chronicle
ing even furthe r into debt And they
manage to make you look like an utter
cretin to the rest of the world. In swn·
mary, giving the U.S. government
your tax dollars is equivalent to purchasing an unwieldy iron stick for a
large, angry crank addict in a clown
mask that he'll use to bludgeon and
sodomize you an inch away from
death in front of everyone you've ever
had a crush on.
Yes, that was overblown and hyper·
bolic, and no, I don't particularly care.
Pay attention, and don' t waste your
time sending me letters about my

word choices. You delicate types
shouldn't even bother gening out of
bed if this offends you, because
there 's a whole weird, nasty world out
there and it gets closer to your door
every day.
Still with me? Good.
The whole initiative reeks of an
Orwellian construct; vid· screens, rep
educatio n camps and doubleplusgood
displays of patriotism. Nevermind the
fact that it smacks of hypocrisy and
more than just the slightest whiff of
cultural ignorance. Citizens from 27
countries are currently exempt from

the screening process, most notably
England, France and Germany. This
seems to be in spite of the fact that a
majority ofWestem European nations
have found themselves the recipients
of a steady stream of extremist
Muslims immigrants from North
Africa and the Middle East within the
past five years. Remember, Rkhard
Reid-the so.called "shoe bomber"was an English citizen. Three months
after 9111 he tried to blast an
American Airlines jet he was on out of
the sky over the Atlantic Ocean.
Unless screeners at airports intend
to compare the incoming European
v is itor's skin tones with paint samples
("Please step aside sir, you're just a
shade darker than Colin Powell") or
allow a dog to urinate on a copy of the
Quran in order to provoke a fluny of
Mohammedan indignation, the zealots
are going to slip through.
If the Bush administration really
wants to strengthen our national
defenses against terrorism, they should
allocate funds to first response
teams-ambulances, fire and police
departments. In the event of another
terrorist strike (and don't be surprised
if there is one), the situation won't be
handled by a crack team ofblack.clad
commandos rappelling from helicopters to save the day like a Michael
Bay movie. It has, and always will be
the firefighters, police officers and
emergency medical technicians who
arrive fi rst and stay last. Everyone else
is in the details.
But enough about this. I grow tired
of this maner and really, words won't
make a difference. Besides, you're an
American, what do you care? This
doesn't affect you, just the foreigners
coming into the country to anend our
schools, conduct business and spend
money on our economy. Who cares if
they fi nd it embarrassing, uncomfort·
able and d isrespectful? We're
Americans. We can do whatever we
want.

Economy Continued ftvm Page 14
back America, it's time to seriously
tighten our belts. I'm asking you as a
personal favor to grow your own food
until further notice.
"You need to ask yourself which of
your daily expenditures are really necessary. Do you really need to shower
by yourself every day, when communal showers taken once monthly will
save drastically on water and electric i·
ty bi lls? Are luxuries like toothpaste,
laund ry detergent and toilet paper real·
ly worth another four years of
Republican d ictatorship? I think not.
"tfyou feel absolutely compelJed to

spend money during the next 10
months, you ' d be best adv ised to
donate that money to me. Also, if you
could fmd it in your hearts to quit
your jobs in order to temporarily drive
up the unemployment fi gures, that'd
be super.
"And finally, in case of medical
emergency, you're free to take advan·
tage of the fine fac ilities just over the
border in Canada or Mexico. Thank
you, and God, or the deity of your
cho ice, bless America."
And here you might raise another
objection. Wouldn't that be a bit, well,

obvious? Wouldn't Americans have a
difficult time rally ing behind a candidate who urged them to torpedo the ir
own economy? Perhaps, but consider
these statistics. One in four Americans
can't name their governor. One in two
can't name their congressman. Half of
young voters get their news from
Leno and I...ettennan.
In other words: No one pays atten·
tion to politics.
Therefore, it is entirely feasible for
Howard Dean to get o ne half of the
country to boycon the economy while
the other half rema ins preoccupied by

the NFL playoffs. And that second
half should re ma in mercifully oblivi·
ous until the Dow cracks 1,000 in
reverse and half of the Fortune 500
fi les fo r bankruptcy- just in time to
blame President Bush. Beautiful.
Such, I believe. is the only conceivable scenario for victory in 2004. And
on Nov. 3, a trium phant anny of
Deaniacs, unshaved, unwashed and
unemployed, w ill take a well.deserved
shower and prepare to save the nation
from the economic catastrophe that,
God willing, is swiftly approaching.

Face the public: The Chronicle photo poll
Question: What was your New Year's resolution?
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EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
'04-05 RESIDENT ADVISORS NEEDED

525 South State Street

a 'tat~-of-the - art underljlraduate
and IjIraduate 5tudant rl.!Ildence

FIND OUT MORE,
pl •••• att.ad .n

INFORMATIONAL
SESSION.
Monday, February 9
n :ooam

Tuesday, February 10
7:00 pm
at

Columb " College' en {Jt!0
DePaul Un V{"",ty

Roosevelt

Ur"ver~ ty
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11.h St.

Concert Hall Events:
The following events qualify for Recital Attendance credit.

Tues. Jan. 6

Jazz Guitar Ensemble

12:30I'M

Students perform jazz standards arranged for large gu~ar ensembles,

Jazz Combo Fest ••

3:00

PM

Student chamber jazz ensembles perform classic transcriptions
and jazz standards

Groove Band

7:30

PM

Student rockIfuslon ensemble performs eclectic selections

Wed. Jan. 7

Classical Guitar Concert·.

12:30 PM

Students perfonn solo and duet works for classical guitar

Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 7:30

PM

Student jazz ensemble performs big band music

Thura. Jan. 8

New Music Ensemble ••

3:00

Student chamber ensemble performs classical & contemporary works

PM
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January 18. 2004

CHRISTMAS GrNA's CUISIN~
ISN'TOVER If'lJ.f s. Wa~asn, 312..l?l?lf.12.1l?
The true Christmas Spirit can be with us all year. Come
worship the living God with us this Sunday.

Worship with Holy Communion every Sunday at 10:00 a.m.

Students Welcome!
Rev. Scott Chinburg, Pastor

1532 S. Michigan Ave. 312-939-3720
Sharing God's Love and Embracing Diversity

We Offer: Homemade 1/2 Pound
Burgers, Submarines, Turkey Burgers,
Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot Dogs,
Croissiants, Gyros, chili Cheese Fries,
Chicken Gyros and many more items.

We ~ CKedtb Cat-dfil
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_ _a
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Of"ering over 00 bNInds 01 bHrI
TM bosb burger..... Chicogol World Pamouo chic:kon ..,;ngo'
Wabch your _ b e oporb• •v _ . on our 7fT TV!

701 S. STATE STREET AT BALBO' 312-'+27-27117
ap.n ~ hours 7 days a w.ek • 8e..n-FN' WJ. 'tAW • 80f) tiU. IS AM
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The 1004 Paula Pfeffer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim

POLITICAL
CARTOON
CONT£/T
lor _II students 01 Columbia College Chicago

Two S300 first prizes, two SIOO second prizes
and two S100 third prizes
will be awarded in each of two categories. single panel cartoons and multiple panel cartoons. The six winning cartoons will be selected by a jury. which
will include faculty from various departments. a student and a professional cartoonist. Submitted cartoons must be drawn or printed (if composed on a
computer) in black ink on 81/2 x II white paper. Include name. address. phone and studentlD number on back of entry.

00 LfJI. A

Send submissions to: Political Cartoon Contest
C/O Teresa Prados-Torreira
Liberal Education Department
624 S. Michigan. 900A
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Cubism meets modernism when a public relations marketing pli;ln turns into a work of art

By Dods padann

ME Editor
Had the Internet been around in the
days of Pablo Picasso to use as a tool
for his paintings, perhaps life wouldn 't
have been so twisted for him. Then
again, it might've made things even
more complicated for the ar1ist whose
relationships were strange without
having the Wdtld Wide Web easily at

hand.
With the creation of www.mrpicassohead.com, the question of whether it
is life that imitates art, or if it is art that
imitates life, still won't be answered,
but it does give us self-proclaimed
artists a web tool in im itating the ar1
and style of the great PicassQ-if not
his unusual personal life.
Mr. Picasso Head, created by New
York-based Ruder Finn Interactive, is
an interactive game that allows self. proclaimed artists to design Picassostyle portraits via the Internet. By
clicking on the various shapes of
rkads, hairstyles and other abstracts,
the artist uses the mouse to drag around
noses, eyes and other features onto the
white canvas. The website allows
artists to design portraits in color using
Picasso's eccentric style of flat. distorted, boxy art to create various looks and
facial expressions.
At the end ofthc masterpiece, a title
and signature is required for the paint- . the Ruder Finn public relations firm
ing to be put in the gallery. Portraits that deals with creating websites and
with titles such as "Mullets for Life" other strategic online communications,
and "The Perfect Guy" are among said the prototype for Mr. Picasso
thousands of others that arc already in
Head was created in late November
the collection.
2003 as a demo for an internal marketScott -Schneider, the director fo r ing plan.
Ruder Finn Interactive, an extension of

~ .

A
The idea behind Mr. Picasso Head

was spawned by Michael Schubert, the
chief creative officer for Ruder Finn,
who thought of the idea in college to
create a Mr. Potato Head-type project.
But instead of a pudgy-spud-typc fi gure with dangly arms and a huge grin

on his starchy face, the game would be
done using sophisticated Picasso-style
pieces and design.
Designed as an innovative way to
get the word out about the work that
Ruder Finn Interactive does, the company's 30-member interactive team

decided to test out its new idea by having each member send out the Mr.
Picasso Head link to five other people.
At the end of the first day, the website
had 80 visitors. By the end of the second day, 700 people visited the s ite,
and by the third day, there had been
4,000 visitors to the website, according
to Schneider.
,. All of a sudden we saw this thing
kind of,escalating. It grew out of control, but in a good way," Schneider
sa id . "People were creating these
Picasso heads, and they were saving
them and sending them to their
friends."
Schneider said there have becn more
than a million visitors to the site, with
approximately 80,000 portrailS saved
in thc gallery. Previously a painter himself, Schneider said the appeal of
working with Picasso-style design is in
the si mplicity ofthc work, which leads
to abstract thinking by putting shapes
together to make abstract portraits.
Schneider said the company has
thought about doing a series of designs
that would depict other anists as well.
"We~ wanted to do something cool,
something a liule bit different, something that would really kinda say, 'hey,
we can do interesting things, '" he said.
"I think what's interesting about it is
that [Mr. Picasso Head] shows the viral
phenomenon of the Internet and how
something kinda compelling and inter·
esting and creative really just takes off
on its 0\.\'"." Schneider said.
" I think people like bei ng creative
and they like the idea of designing. It
says something about what people are
doing out there and what people want
to do and what they get excited about."

It's all a laughing matter at Chicago comedy club
only is she funny, she's nice and she's
gal great stage presence. She went
from featuring [serving as the middle
When most people think of stand-up
of three comics) to headlining in no
comedy in Chicago, on ly one word
time flat." Moses said, "and watching
comes 10 mind: Zanies.
that happen from my perspective can
That's because for more than 25
be a real treat."
years, Zanies has been showcasing
After serving as the opener for the
stand-up comic talent. 11lroughout that
North Wells Street into a kind of successful "Puppetry of the Penis"
time, the state of American comedyground zero for Chicago comedy.
show in 2003 in Chicago. Vasquez is
at least its stand-up version- has seen
The Wells Street Zanies even feel s current ly working on a one-woman
the cycle of boom and bust happen
like an archetypal comedy club: tables show of her own and working around
more than once, throwing numerous
jammed up against one another, a tiny
the country in between her frequent
clubs out of business and littering the
stage with the club's name emblazoned
returns to Zanies.
landscape with failed comics before
behind it, a s ingle spotlight illuminatWhile Zanies is an "A-list" room
regenerating itself for another going a lone microphone, walls lined with
and one of the most well-known comeround. Yet, through it all, the I SO-scat
head shots of comedians and news arti- dy clubs in the industry, it is also a
club at 1548 N. Wells SI. has soldiered
cles about comics and a clattering bar place where aspiring comedians can
on.
in back. But, despite its modest sur- get a leg up. Every Tuesday,
The reasons for such success arc
Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday, the
roundings, this fl agship location has
simple: It treats its comics well. It
seen every major comedian of the past
Well s Street location offers an unantreats comics' managers well. It treats
couple decades work its stage. Some, nounced "showcase" spot on its stage
its customers well. And, perhaps more
. like Jackie Mason, George Carlin or in addition to its regular nightly lineup
imponanlly, the famil y of employees
Richard Lewis, are big stars who return of an emcee, feature and headline acl.
who make up Zanies' staff loves what almost as a matter of course whenever The five-minute showcase slot is given
it does.
they go back out on the road .
over to a comedian who has managed
And these days, those things matter
"The great thing about Zanies," said
to make it past the hurdles necessary to
as people once again fl ock to sec stand- Patti Vasquez, a successful comedian attract the attention of the booking
up comedy. .
who got her start at the club, "is that it's staff, an accomplishment that's not
Such wasn't always the case. Linda such an intimate room. There's real
necessarily easy to attai n.
Moses, general manager o f all four
interaction with the audience who, I
"There's no way I could watch every
Zanies locations, remembers when~ a think, are some o f the best audiences a videotape I get," Moses said, referring
club like Zanies cou ldn' t get paying comic could hope for."
to the most common way comics try to
customers through the door. That was
Vasquez is a perfect example of the get the attention of a club like Zanies.
back in the early ' 90s, when the marnext generation of comics who popu- "If I did, I'd be doing nothing but
ketplace had grown saturated with
late Zanies lineups and who arc helping watchi ng tapes all day."
comedy clubs and second-rate comics,
to bring out the club patrons who once
Instead, Moses and Haas rely heaviall trying to cash in on a cra7..c fue led by aga in consider stand-up comedy a ' lyon word-of-mouth, bOlh from
the rise of cable television. Comedy viable choice for a night oul. Lauded patrons and other com ics.
clubs sprung up in hotel lobbies and
" If there's somebody who's really,
by Moses as one of thos.e who found
strip malls across the country, and
her comedic voice while working at
really good, who's really, really ready,
every guy who could make his family
Zanies, Vasquez has gone on to head- generally we' ll hear about them
laugh around the dinner table thOUght
line at clubs around the country while through word-of-mouth," she said, notlittle of trying to be the next Jay Leno still retaining a strong link to the place
ing that being offered a showcase spot
or Jerry Seinfeld-rartly with much where she got her start.
is like an audition for the club.
success.
"We plucked Patti years ago," she
"They get five minUles, and if they
'"Those were the bad years," Moses said, noting how the Zanies staff made tell me they' re clean [their act isn' t
said.
' dirty' ] and they' re not, or they don' t
a note of Vasquez's potential early in
Today, the club stands at or near the her career and offered her the opportu- stop as soon as their five minutes is up,
top of the Chicago comedy heap, chal- nity to hone her craft whenever possi- they' ll never make it at Zanies." In
lenged for supremacy in the public's ble. "Mark my words: Patti Vasquez is some cases, the best thing that can hapmind only by Second City, the world· going to be a big, big star one day. Not pen 10 someone who's just done a

By Mark Anderson

Contributing Writer

fam ous home of improvisationa l
sketch comedy_ Ironically, the downtown Zanies location (there are -also
clubs in St. Charles, Vernon Hills and
Nashville, Tenn.) is just down the street
from the Second City main stage where
stars John Belushi, Bill Murray and
Chris Farley got their starts, turning

Andrew J. ScottITlle Chronicle

Zanies, a Chicago classic localed at 1548 N. Wells St., has been
humoring audiences for more than 25 years.
showcase is Ihe feedback they get after
the show and the suggestion to come
back in s ix months after they've
worked more on the ir cra ft .
Occasionally, a success story like
Vasquez's develops and everybody's
happy.
Not the least of wh ich arc the club's
customers. A comedy chain like Zanies
couldn' t stay in business for very long
without turning out room after room of
happy, satisfied customers, ready to tell
their friends about what a great time
they had or mentally making a note for
the next open slot on their enter1ainment calendar.
When asked after the show why she

had come to the downtown Zanies on a
recent Friday night, Jennifer Owens 01
Glen Ellyn, ilL, said s imply "just to
laugh- there'S something refreshing
about a night out that's jusl about
laughter."
Standing nearby, Kate Kerwin 01
Chicago's Wriglcyvi1le neighborhood
pointed out that "it 's not really the club
that makes it wOr1hwhile. it's the comedians." Zan ies seems 10 "do the best
job at getting good comics," she added .
Another Friday night patron, Greg
Gurtier of Scherervi lle, Ind., agreed .
"Zanies is right up there" in tenns of,

See Comedy, Page 23
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By Doris padayan

ME E~~or

It was the week that Brilncy
Spears was still single and not yet
divorced, when Mandy Moore
was thought of as one of
Hollywood's hottest, talented
young actresses for her role in
2002's A Walk to Remember, and
Paris Hilton began to sound more
intellige nt the more she was fcatured on television. Yes, the
women of "The View" had some
very interesting, urn, views every
day of that week, and I came to
be very good friends with The
MOIhman and his prophecies.
Godsmack to me. And a big
one at thaI. I guess I deserved it

for laughing and thinking I was
one of the lucky few who was not
susceptible to getting something
so big. The flu shot, the s hot that
ran low at the Student Health
Center because all the smart peo·
pie were going and gelting theirs,
was something that didn ' t pertain
to me; after all, I go out in freez·
ing weather with my hair fresh ly
washed and I never get sick. I
guess it was too late in the
process to try to justify my lazi ·
ness for not going by saying that I
have a fear of needles?
And so my "winter break"
began w ith influenza, ana, oh yes,
it was the big one. It was like it
couldn't wait one more day to
visit me for my vacation.
Sarurday it came and it came with
a bang. Confusion kicked in
along with the fever, chills,
fa tigue and weakness- the on ly
emotions that my body could
exude . 1. was brain dead, with no
concept of the time or what damn
day of the week it was. Locked
away in my room, I was like
so~e kind of leper, not allowed to
touch or come near anyone or
their personal belongings so that I
would not infect them during the
happy holiday season.
For what seemed like an eterni·
ty, but was really only nine days
of living hell, my room and the
rest of the house seemed like a
high·class spa, a giant sauna really, where every room had me
sweating away calories and leaving my skin with a bit of a sunkissed look to it, like an I-justcame-back-from-a-Carribean-getaway kind of Ian . Even the lights
from the tiny Christmas tree in
the living room were radiating
immense heat that caused sweat,
forcing me to stick my head in
the freezer for some fre sh air.
Showers, a sport once taken for
granted, became athletic feats,
competitions. where in order to
win, or at least receive a "good
job for trying!" you had to stand
at.least five minutes straight withou t wanting to die. Just trying to
hold on for life to thc wall or the
shower curtain so I wouldn't pass
out made me give up and crawl
back to the bench . I tried to be a
leam playcr, but I just couldn't do
it.
Inanimatc objects began to
look. well. animate and at some
point during my delirium I think

Santa actually did visit our house
on the 24th. But doping myself
with medication did no good.
Instead of going to the doctor, I
self-medicated with Tylenol Cold
and Flu, which had me shaking
throughout the night. I was doing
a dance that Pharrell might've
wanted to consider using for his
next video.
Yes, I was contagious, delirious
and there was nothing that could
possibly stop me. I was surfing
the Internet for as long as I could
keep my head up.
I was typing away, visiting
websites and taking advantage of
the Internet, researching flu
symptoms and laughing at the
words zanamivir and acetaminophen, which started to look pretty
damn funny after days of living
off of chicken soup, Coke and
lemonade .
Oh, I was online apartment and
house hunting, planning vacation
trips and ordering pomades,
shampoos and gels to g ive my
hair even more mass and volume
than it already has. 1 was proud
when I was able to do 10 or 15minute intervals of online searches before struggling to get into
bed again.
And then. with a ll my energy
spent, I would give up. Sleep,
dear God, the only escape from
the hot flashes which had convinced me that I was, without a
doubt, going through menopause
at the age of 23. I was moving in
and OUi of a dream world, like a scene out of Trainspotting. I think
I might have even been looking
for medicine that I may have
dropped into the toilet.at some
point. Ah, who knows? I dre;u.;,ed
of death and fire and something
that looked like the giant walking
teddy bear from Bjork's video
"Human Behaviour."
As soon as I was able to gain
enough strength for some hardcore ph)!sical exercise, disinfecting my room became my top priority- the bacteria was everywhere. I cleaned the same ·place
over and over again, convinced
that there were still genns lurking
on my desk and behind the CD
case. I had to disinfect absolutely
t,:verything. including the dog. All
germs had to go.
SutTering through the flu gave
me plenty of time to sit and think .
When you catch yourself talking
to yourself because you aren't
a llowed to be with anyone other
than yourse lf, pondering why the
number one is ca lled "one" we ll
a lot of things suddenly ~come '
prelty clear. Siuing at home
watching episode after episode of
"Rich Girls," daytime soaps and
Fox news, having to suffer unnecessarily through a week and a half
because I was too pompous to get
the flu shot made me realize that,
the greatest germ in the house
was actually me .

ddadayan@chroflidemail.colII

Anteroom offers
alternative art gallery
o

Students take initiative with studio in Uptown neighborhood

Andrew ScottlThe Chronicle

Justin Hemmingson (left) and Nathan Dalton stand next to a painting by Roumen Kirinkov at the
Anteroom, 4450 N. Sheridan Road.
"We ended up having between 150 and
175."
Along w ith wine and hors d'oeuvres, the apartment offered a small stuWhat good is art if there's nobody to
dio space where patrons could examine
appreciate it? While art exhibitions in
each piece individually, instead of
Chicago cater to all kinds of interests
being overwhelmed by too many v i su~
and tastes, some Columbia students
als. While some exhibits try to cram
feel they're not taken seriously as
i m ~ges
down your throat, the
artists.
Instead of sitting around and com- . Anteroom presents a nice, Quiet alternative.
plaining about it, Jeremiah Barber,
With t he success of "Patients
Justin Hemmingson, Nellie Skallerup
Handled,"
the Anteroom plans to open
and Chris Watkins have taken some
its next show on April 16.
initiative to get their work to the generThe theme for this project will be
al public.
inner analOmical movement. They're
"It's hard to go to a gallery and look
currently taking submissions from any
or act like a student; people don't take
artists interested in participating in the
you seriously," Hemmingson said. "We
event.
moved into our apartment last
By February, they plan to release a
September with the intention of openmagazine that inteltWines the art at the
ing our own art studio."
studio
with works of poetry and fiction.
With the help of track lighting and
Edited by Nathan Dalton, the magazine
extra wall space, the artists were able to
plans to take the same artistic route as
transfonn their own Uptown apartment
into the Anteroom, an intimate art set- the studio.
It will offer young writers a chance
ting that features Columbia students as
to publish work that may not have any
well as artists from the community.
other outlets.
Last October, the group began hunt"The idea is to form a community of
ing down other artists with the same
arti sts in Chicago, not just at
ambition and drive. They prepared for
Columbia,"
Dalton said. "It's good for
the event by printing out 200 invitaus to take some initiative. After the first
tions, hoping thc show would generate
show, we realized there are people
some buzz around campus.
w illing to help get this thing started."
On Dcc. 12. 2003, the four artists
Once the first issue gets otT the
opened their front door for an art show
ground, Dalton plans on releasing an
titled "Patients Handled." They were
issue to coincide with every new
surprised to find that word-of-mouth
gallery event at the stud io.
.
was an extreme ly effective marketing
"It was hard to get people involved
tool.
at first," Dalton said. "Now we've got
"We estimated that maybe 100 people would come," Hemmingson said. enough work to keep the magazine

By Matthew Jaster

A&E Ed~or

going for a long time."
For the Apri l show, Hemmingson
promises the event w ill be more professional.
"We've got one show under our belt,
so we know what to expect the next
time around," he said.
As for how long the group intends
on using the apartment on Sheridan
Road to showcase their artwork,
Hemmingson is direct and to the point.
"We'll keep doing this until we don't
have a dime to our name," he said.
While some students sit around and
talk about how passionate they are
about their work, there are few who
actually go out and do something about
it
The Anteroom was created by artists
willing to take some initiative instead
of waiting for success to 'land in their
lap.
"We're not restricting any art medium with this," Dalton said. "We hope
that students 18 to 24 realize they don't
have to just go to school to do their
projects."
Hemmingson quickly agrees with
this notion.
"I couldn't just go to school and
make projects for the man," he said.
"I've got to do some things for
myself."

"Patients Handled" is open Ihrough
January at the Anteroom, 4450 N
Sheridan Road. Please call (773) 8073347 to make an appointment. Ifyou 're
interested in presenting some artwork
for the next gallery show, contact
Jeremiah Barber at (773) 817-5354.

'Sex' makes headlines
By Doris padayan

AlE Ed~or
With unbiased news reporting, ethical dilemmas, dead lines, proper
spelling and AP style apparent ly no
longer needed in news reporting, The
Nco-Futurists, now in their 16th year,
have produced a show that defies all
that was fomler ly known as objectivity
in joumulism.
The Neo-FuturislS, the theater group
that brought us "Too Much Light
Makes Ihe Baby Go Blind: 30 plays in
60 minutes" and "Drinking &
Writing," have gone inlo major investigative mode to get the seoop on a very
"special report" on "SEXI"- a show
which takes place on the scI of a televis ion news show, portraying jounmlislll
at it:l finest

Sean Benjamin, the creator and onc
of the pcrfonners of "SEX!" came up
with thc idca after a night of joking
around with Nco-Futurists Steve
Mosqueda and Diana Slickman about
how once they're finished writing and
perform ing "Drinking & ,Writing,"
their "two great loves," there would be
nowhere e!se to go from there,
"So then I thOUght sex! What could
be better than thut?" Bel~amin said.
"And I Ihouglit if I were to do a show
like th(lI, I would like to' set it in the
world of the media, I had already proposed u show for thc: Nco-Futurists
about a satiric ul, highly subjective
ncws show and of course called it, s imply, "The News Show,"
Whcn he started working on "SEX!"
Benjamin said thut he kept coming
back to Ihe idea of "The News Show"

becausc no other medium besides news
wriling could take a topic and completely make it important on its own,
whether it really was important or not.
So Benj amin decided to just combine the two. "The News Show"
wou ld still be- a show that would go on
even after "SEX!" ends in February
and the group would have to choose a
different topic every month to make it
the "headline" of that edition of "The
News Show."
" Part of the idea behind 'The News
Show' is Ihat we are not at all objective.
We nrc highly subjective and write the
stories as they relate to our personal
lives. which isn 't too far from the news
these days," he said,

See Sex, Page 23
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Now bear this: Loud rock bardon ears
o

Students, musicians unaware of possible damage done by overexposure tointense sounds

By Lisa Balde
Managing Editor

It'~ not cool to wear earplugs, espe·
cially while playing music.
At least that's what Steve Colletti, a
junior recording major, thought six

years ago before he started 10sing his
hearing.
It was during his second and third

year drumming for the math rock band
Monday's Hero that he noticed something wasn't right- he sometimes
couldn't distinguish certain sounds
from others, a disadvantage that could

have hurt his musical perfonnance and
his band~

"We are a visual society. When pee- hearing impairment are between the
pie go to a concert, they say, 'I want to ages of 21 and 65, according to the
see Dave Matthews,'" said Michael Washington State Association Self
Santucci, MS-FAAA, an audiologist Help for Hard of Hearing People.
and the president of Chicago-based
Temporary hearing loss can quicldy
Sensaphonics Hearing Conservatory. tum . into permanence and Santucci
"Your ears work when you're sleeping; encourages his palients and the
like breathing, you can't tum it off," he Columbia students he teaches 10 test
said. "People don't even think about it their hearing as often as possible.
"I've ' tested hearing for Dave
until it's gone."
Santucci, a guest lecturer for
Matthews and Aerosmith," he said,
Columbia's Studies in Hearing and "and I'm finding that the people who
Advanced Audio Tools audio and were rockers in the ' 60s are having the
acoustics elass~, thinks people take problems [now1."
their hearing sense for granted. He
Colletti, who is scheduled to go on
said people should be especially con- tour with Monday'S Hero during
cemed about their ears while listening semester break, got the hint as soon as
to music, one of the No. I causes for his hearing started fading in high
hearing loss.
school. Now, he doesn't even think
about playing without earplugs.He
There are two types of hearing loss,
he said. The first and most common even keeps ajar of plugs on his band's
among college r-7-=-------~----., mercnandise
students who
table at shows
frequently listen
so fans can
"I noticed was losing my hearing use them too.
to loud music is
"te mpo rary" mostlyinthefteqyency~in
"Your ears
hearing
loss. my snare drum and cymbals."
are goi ng 10
People notice
naturally wear
the repereusX ot
out," he said.
Charles KushnerfThe Chronicle
.:-Steve €olletti,
"If you're lissions of this
type of hearing
Junior reco~ding major
tening to loud Joi Cuartero, a busineS5 major at Columbia, listens to her
loss after leav,
_
:J
stuff, they'll portable CD player every day on her commute to schooL
ing a rock show. '-'~_ _ _ _-=~
wear
out
possible. Hauser said that, due to the
110 and 120 decibels, a range consid·
The second is
sooner
and
large amount of time he spends mak- ered dangerous if exposed to consispermanent hearing loss.
you're not going to make as much
ing fai rly loud music, he has to w.ear tently and for long amounlS of time.
As a result of "excessive sound money [in the music business}."
some sort of protective device for his
According to the League for the
Amateur and professional bands
exposure," one's hearing could· seem
cars. For $25, he purchased a pair of Hard of Hearing in Florida, any sound
dulled for a period of time after listen- alike are following suit and obtaining
Hi-Fi earplugs from Guitar Center that that measures above 85 decibels, or the
ing to loud music, Santucci said.
protection for their ears. Bands like
filter oul high frequency sounds withnoise of normal street traffic, can damListeners may also experience, on a AC/DC, Matchbox 20 and Sum 41
out drowning out t~e music he plays.
age hearing.
temporary level, a condition called tin- tum to Santucci and Sensaphonics for
"My hearing's good for now," he
Whcn sound enters the car, it stimunitus, a consistent ringing or buzzing customized hearing aids that sell at
said, "but I'm pretty sure I'll be deaf lates hair cells in a pan of the inner ear
sound in the ears.
Other
around $100 per pair.
someday."
called the Organ of Corti . But those
Because temporary hearing loss is Sensaphonics cl ients include Britney
According to Santucci, Hauser has a
hair cells can handle only so much
so common, sufferers often ignore it Spears, Liz Phair and Rob Zombie.
bener chance of maintaining his hear- sound and when the car takes in a lot of
until it's too late.
Eric Hauser, a senior broadcast jourloud
music, they die. Hair cells can't
ing with the earplugs.
In fact, people with hearing loss
nalism major, is a similar proponent of
But rock musicians might be the
be grown back and the fewer a person
usually wait seven years before they specialized earplugs. His band, Dear
only smart ones.
has, the less they can hear.
do anything about the problem. Sixty You, practices at least three limes a
Audience members al a rock concert
percent of those with some sort of week, and they play shows as often as
experience a level of noise at between
See Hearing Page 23
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"I noticed

r was

losing my hearing

mostly in the frequency range in my
snare drum and cymbals," he said.
"It's [still) hard to hear my girl-

friend's voice."
Colletti's story is common among
musicians, but it's one that often gets
ignored. As the Chicago m~sic sccqe
continues to swell with new acts and
new fans. there is a growing number of
people are at ri~k of doing damage to
one of the live senses that they're the
~east likely to notice right away : hearing.
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Make Tad your first great date of 2004!
From the director of LEGALLY BLONDE

KateBosworth TopherGrace JoshDuhamel
In every love story, there's only room
for one leading man.

DRfAMWORKS PlcruRfS PIIfSOOS AASHBVWICK PRODOCJ1DNAROBOO """""" "un
TOPHB! GRACE JOSH DUHAMB. WITH SfAN HAYfS ANDNATHAN lAN[
WASSB!I~N
BY
WillIAM S. BfASlfY GAil lYON ~ DOUGlAS WICK ANDlUCY RSHB! ~ VICTOR lPJIN ~ ROBOO lUKfTIC
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Visit The Columbia Chronicle office at 623 S. Wabash ••• ,'_.
205, to pick up a ticket for a special advance scre
"Win a Date with Tad Hamilton" on Wednesday, January
Loews Cineplex Webster Place Theatre at 1471 W. Wtl~ h~·t~r
Rules: No purchase necessary. Tickets are first come, fi rst served and available while supplies last.
Employees of the Columbia Chronicle. DreamWorks Pictures, John I1lis Associates and their age ncies are not
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Photography
gallery thrives
at Columbia

creating "30 plays in 60 minutes," as
opposed to producing one full-length
play, was modeled after the system that
the Italian Futurists used, producing
Museum touts only allwriters and performers look over what short plays that would shake up the
photo exhibit in Midwest
material can be used. They arc then put audience's normal expectations of a
within the structure of "The News play.
By Jamie Murnane
Show,"
"So much of theater seems to be
According to Benjamin, the cast rivaling movies, where, you know,
Staff Writer
changes for each edition based on who you're trying to get a star up there or
As students fight the cold Chicago
is interested in the topic or who is avail- you're trying to create these elaborate
wind and hurriedly rum the corner of
other places," Allen said.
able to perform .
Harrison Street and Michigan Avenue,
"So I. thought I'd kinda take the idea
According to Greg Allen, the found·
they often overlook the Museum of
ing director of The Nco-Futuri sts, the and run with it to the nth degree, that,
Contemporary Photography.
you know, we are actually who we are
premise behind the theater group is
The museum, which rcsides on the
onstage, where we are onstage, with an
dedicated to audience participatory,
. fir st and seco nd floors of the
audience that is there and sec what that
nonillu50ry theater.
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S.
"Everyth ing that you sec onstagc is human interaction could lead to."
Michigan Ave .. has been there for
"SEX!" opens Jan. 15 and nlns
actually an expression- of the people
nearly two decades and still many
who are expressing it," Allen said. "We through Feb. 21 at The Neo-Futurists
people arc unaware of its signifidon't play characters, we don't suspend
Theater. 5153 N. Ashland Ave. Tickets
Courtesy of Th' Neo-Futuri.t Th,at,r
cance.
the audience's disbelief. We never take are S8for students with IDs. Shows nm
Established by Columbia in 1984
The cast of The Nee-Futurists discuss sex in the newsroom in
the audience anywhere else other than Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. For
in place of the college's Chicago
more information, call (773) 275-5255.
the theater."
their newest production, 'SEX!' which opens Jan. 15 at The
Center for Contemporary Photography
Allen said that his premise behind
Nee-Futurist Theater, 5153 N. Ashland Ave.
of 1976, it is the only museum in the
Midwest dedicated solely to photography. MOCP is also among the 750
out of approximately 16,000 museContinued from Page 2 I
ums nationwide that are accredited
by the Ameri can Association of
G rassroots, nonprofit organiza- the people who used them less pain Museums.
Loud sounds affect the inner ear certs or listen to music loudly," said
the most and because thi s part ol'the sophomore music business major l oi tions are trying to change all that.
after they play or listen to loud
According to Natasha Egan, the
•
ear holds the stimu lants that make Cuartero.
In the late 'gOs, Kathy Peck co- music.
associate director of the museum
the ear hear, music can be fairly hazCuartero admits that she listens to founded Hearing Education and
The; organization even helped pass who has worked at the inst itution
ardous, according to Mario A. her portable CD player on her com- Awareness for Rockers after she a law that makes it mandatory for since 1995, the MOCP was first
Ruggero, a Hugh Knowles professor mute fro m Aurora on the Metra reali zed her time playing bass for San Francisco clubs with a capacity accredited in 1989 and again in
of hearing sciences at Northwestern every day. She estimates her time punk rock band The Contractions of over 500 to distribute earplugs to 2000. She said that accred itation,
listeni ng to the CD player at about began damaging her hearing.
University.
all patrons and musicians.
which is valid for a 10 year period,
"If [earplugs] are cool," she said, is the highest honor a museum can
He said that there are other ways four hours a day, a number considMore than 10 years later, H.E.A. R.
represe ntati ves attend as many "they'll wear them."
to dull one's hearing, too. But the ered dangerous for one's hearing.
receive.
"I used to go to a lot of punk shows as possible to inform people
Until ear protection becomes assoeffects of noi se are often overlooked
A statement on the American
and sounds above 80 to 90 decibels shows," said Benjamin Eidenberg, a of the hearing risks involved with ciated with the coolness that Peck Association of Museums' website.
fi ne
art
major. loud music .
can only dream of, Santucci advises www.aam-us.org., reads "accreditaare dangerous, he said.
fre shman
"It would be great if people turned to get a hearing test as often as pos- tion affirms a museum's excellence
Ruggero told The Chron icle that "Sometimes I'd put my ear up to the
hearing protection methods are nec- speaker. I think it was over a long down [their music] some, but that's sible.
in public 9Crvice and accountability,
essary. But how willing are college period of time that my hearing not going to happen," Peck said.
"I'm also a pro-choice person," he and signals a commitmenllo contin"But the good news is
hearing said. "Give people the information uing institutional improvement and
students to tum down thei r stereos [became] screwed up."
and wear earplugs at a concert?
Cuartero and Eidenberg
still damage is preventable."
and if they choose to damage their change."
"There's no way we'll have peo- aren't sure what to do about preventPeck said her research shows that hearing more, then let them."
Though the museum was estabple, especially those who listen to ing hearing loss without sacrificing ear monitors and car plugs, like
lished and is still run by Columbia, it
:cPllege music, who won't go to con- their music.
those offered by Sensaphonics, cause
is not just a college art museum. The
MOCP's physical home may be on
Columbia's campus, but it fits snuggly into the larger scheme of the art
world by working with photograContinued from Page 19
phers and communities not just in
the city, but also all around the councomedy clubs, he sa id. " It's someth ing different than
try and the world.
a usual night out."
"It made sense that the museum
But in the end, it's the professiona lism, respect and
be in Chicago where we have the
dedication to quality that has allowed Zanies to surChicago Hi storical Society, which
vive- and even thrive- for the past 25 years.
has a great collection of artifacts. the
Much of it has to do with keeping to the club's traArt Institute, which focuses more on
dition o f providing the best value for the money as it
the history of photography and the
possib ly can, which involves treating everybody in the
Museum of Contemporary Art that
Author and star of the Critically
has a very small amount of artists
business with respect and booking the best acts
acclaimed novel-tu rned-off-Broadway
around.
using photography," Egan said.
show The Jerusalem Syndrome
" Do wc make mistakes [in bookings] sometimes?"
"There was really a niche in Chicago
and frequent guest on "Late Night
Moses asked. "'(cah. Sometimes a comic gets up there
[for the Museum of Contemporary
and after 20 minutes, I just want to crawl under a
Photography] because photography
with Conan O'Brien" and
was exp loding as an art medium . [n
table." But those times arc few and far between, she
"Tough Crowd with Colin QUinn."
the '90s, it basically took over the
said, and the combination of making sure people are
art market."
ready before allowing them to work regu larly and then
44[Maron's] manic inventiveness
Though the museum exh ibit s
fostering long-term relation ships with them can be
recalls Robin Williams at his best."
work by artists al lover the world,
seen, pcrhaps, as Zanies' sec ret to success.
- The Vii/age Yoke
"Overall, I think we book a stronge r caliber of
the permanent collection of nearly
acts," Moses said. "But we're here because of rela7,000 photographs focuses primarily
on conte mporary American photogtionships and how we treat people, period. The
comics, the agents, the managers, the customers, the
raphers.
Over the yea rs, Egan said the
emp loyees. Everybody. We have excellen t relationmuseum has becn attempting to
ships with mangers and agents, which is how we get
the talent level we do ."
show more work by Illinois resi"Being nice makes all the difference in the world,"
dents than it has in the past.
she said. " If you're not nice, people don't want to
Aside from exhibiting first-cla ss
work with you ."
photography, the museum also colSinging political satirist and former member
And, as too many other clubs have learned over the
laborates with Co lumbia's Office of
of the political folk quartet The Foremen.
years, if you don't put on a good show- and make
Community Arts Partnerships to run
you
won't
be
in
business
very
long
.
people
laughan afterschool program for Chicago
"Zimmerman displays a lacerating wit and
high schools and print s many awardBut w ith a 25-year track record of doing both, it looks
keen awareness of society's foibles that bring
winning publications.
like Zan ies has got that angle all figured out.
to mind a latte,...dayTom Lehrer." -LA nmes
"The museum's primary goal is
education . In the six years that I
have worked here. wc have worked
hard to ensure that our cducational
to
resources- our col lections, exhibitions and experienced staff-are
very accessible to Columbia Stlldents and faculty and to the wider
public that we serve," said Corinne
Rose, manager of education at the
museum.
For more information on current and
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
upcoming exhibits, visit the Museum oj
Conremporary Photography s website
Your Paper. Your News. Your Voice.
at www.mocp.org.

Allhough Benjamin devised the format for "The News Show" and
"SEX!," the shows are WTincn collaboralivcly. Stories are brought in, and

Hearing

Comedy

roy zimmerman

Want someUJing'good
read over se...ester break?

ColumbiaChronicle.com
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Tales of a strange commute
o

othing 'plain' about Midwest

Author tells the behind-the-scenes on 'the way to really fly'

By Jam!. Murnane
has been involved in more than 40 train
Stall Wriler
accidents where people were killed .
When most people think of the
"I remember every one as though it
For S4-year·old Mike Holinka, a were yesterday," he writes in "My First Midwest. they usually picwre flat
land. straight roads, golden com,
workweek can involve everything from
Train Accident." "It never becomes eassmall towns, overly friendly people
getting puked on and flashed by women,
ier."
to watching people end thei r lives. For
Due to the tragic or embarrassing and the occasional herd of cows. But
almost 30 years, Holinka has been a nature of some of the stories, some iden. when three photographers who work
train conductor on Melra 's West Line, tifying facts had to be changed. "We and live in the Midwest think of their
where he has seen his fair share of sur· wanted no one to make the connection home region, they picture, well, pic~
prising, often hi larious and sometimes
[to these people]," Holinka said. "So, we tures.
M a result of this specific artistic
saddening events.
scrambled the stations and times."
Forty of these
~~
~
Every one of vision, photos of thiogs as unatTc.."Ctcd
amazing stories
the stories is as a flat Wisconsin road, an ordinary
garden flower and never-ending rows
H
' .nlbk' ,found in
true, though, he
new
insisted.
He of power lines are now on display at
o In a s
added that 9S the Museum of Contemporary
book, mat s What
I Call Commuting,
..L ....LA. .................L.L ... , .. . 1 percent of the Photography inside the A1exandruff
ca.wrinen by his
stories
were Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., prov.ones that hap. ing that landscape, even of the
friend and long·
Midwest, has great aesthetic value.
time Metra rider
pened to him"Midwest Landscape" is part of the
Ed Gabrielse.
no matter how
Ho linka's sto·
unb elievable Midwest Photographers Project.
Established
in J982, 1.t is the only pnr
ries span the
they may be.
decades. Some
" You get used gram of its kind . It showcases the
stories tell o f
to it," he said . work of both prominent and obscure
" But 1 have artists, including Tom Bamberger of
cheat ing spouses,
pantyiess ladies
learned not to Milwaukee, Paul l. C lark of
and drunks unable
say that I think Arlington Heights, III., and Terry
to contain their
I' ve seen every. Evans of Chicago, who is often a
guest speaker at Columbia.
bodily fluids.
thing."
The photographers, while choosing
The book has
A
second
been
well
book of stories different techniques, capture images
received by pas.
is plalmed for that are very much alike in that they
sometime next reveal the often-overlooked distincsengers and Metra
workers alike and
year. There arc tiveness of the Midwest.
In the exhibit. Evans focuses on
has been picked
already 20 in the
works, and people can submit ideas how landscape is physically shaped
up by numerous media outlets.
by
using aerial shots of the seemingly
"[The reaction has been] 100 percent through
Holinka's
website
at
endless middle·American prairies . positive," Holinka said. "Every person,
www.thatswhaticallcommuting.com.
Holinka be lieves the next book will both untouched and developed.
old, young, men, women-they like it."
be even better. Though he has not read Evans said she began her aerial work
Holinka attributes the success of his
the first book. he said he is very happy in '89 or '90 and received a .
book to its wide variety of stories, which
vary from funny to tragic.
with what he and Gabrielse have accom. Guggenheim FeUowship in '96 to
lIphotograph the prairie from Canada
One of his favo rite tales is "Bull
plished.
"When we were finally done, we did. to Texas."
Market Johnny," about a man with one
When asked why she prefers aerial
leg w~o . wore a makeshift prosthesis n't know what we had," he said. " It 's a
shots, Evans said, "What I like about
(despite the fac t he had a medical one)
little overwhelming."
fo r years and collected hundreds of dol·
An inter view with Holinka and aerial photographing is the "¥'ly I
lars a day from traders on the exchange
Gabrielse will be aired on CBS at explore and move into an image
Aerial photographs always reveal
who believed he was a good luck icon.
8:20 a .m . on Ja n. J 7.
more infonnation than 1 realize While
There arc sad stories as well . Holinka

By Kat Geesey
AssistantA&E Editor

""""".....,.....,_-=--,..__

____

An example of one of the works from the collection of Paul J.
Clark's garden photos.
I' m photographing."
the 20th anniversary of Earth Dayin 1990.

While Evans takes shots fro m
above, Bamberger uses digitally
altered panoramas to make o.bvious
·the repetition in everyday scenef)'",
such as highways or fields.
Bamberger noted that while manipulating his images, he would often
focus on small details such as a singular blade of grass for an extende;d
period of time.
lII'm halfway between a photogra·
pher and a painter," he said. "Because
these things have to be constructed

~iI~

each of the photographers

has a different technique in iUustrat·
iog the Midwest, their work. is proof
that the landscape should be given a
closer look.
"[The exhibit] is really interesting.
.~.. You never reaUy think there's
much to the Midwest, because it
seems too ordinary or boring." Kyle
Harter, a Chicago resident who frequents the museum, said of "Midwest
Landscape." lIBut when it's put this
way it seems completely differentinteresting."

too."
A far cry from panoramas, Clark's
black and white, square photos are
more than just wilting and blooming
garden flowers. They also capture
what he refers to as "the relationship
between man and envirorunent, or a
eonlrollcd fonn of nature."
Clark said he first began thinking
of phowgrapl\i.og garden flowers on

For
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Street Wear

H

The Chronicle brings you fashion
from Columbia faculty.

Hey, 11'. a gruesome WO<td out thefe, we're jusl trying to help you out
For the week of: .Ian.. 12· .Ian. 18
Ada (March 21 - April 19) A beautiful someone is intrigued by
your. urn, beauty this week. Don" disappoint the image they have of
you by opening your mouth.

TaurUJ (April 20 - May 20) So, you want the solution to a1l your
dating dilemmas, do you? Well, just go ahead and change your name.

Call yourself Cindy Fuzzynuts or Greg "'The Keg" and become tbe sex
god or goddess you deserve to be.
Gemioi (May '2t - June 20) This week, please avoid standing in

front of statues for long periods of time, 'cause, well, you know ... you
might attract the pigeons and well, they'll mistake you for one and,

well ... you know.
Cancer (June 21 -luly 22) With the new year in full swing. throw

out your resolutions and begin visiting good 01' Arby's again. Ott. you
know they'll aJways love you tbere.
Leo (JuJ)' 23 - Aug, 22) Your taste in men equals disaster. You've
also developed this new fascination with ferrets. What gives? Suppon
groups and self-help book, work wonders.
Virgo (Aug, 23 - Sept. 22) You discover your new [ave is still in
love with Jordan from the New Kids on the Block. Run, don't walk
away from this relationship.
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct. 22) OK, if you have a birthday this week:
STOP. You afe reading the wrong horrorscope, honey.
Scorpio (Ocl. 23 - Nov. 21) Your sense of humor 'is a bit iffy at this
point. You seem to think that last year's episodes of "Saturday Night
Live" are funny. Sad, but tI'l1C.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) Tired of waiting in long lines? Sick
o f people thinking you're dull, boring and unappealing? Well, why not
develop an exciting, exotic sounding accent? Tell people you're from
the island of Crete. You'll become the hottest thing in lown. That is, of
course, until you're asked to take out your immigration card.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) Apparently you weren'ljoking when
you said you have a low tolerance for alcohol. I mean, you showed up
for the stafT meeting wearing only a matching headband and watch.
Damn,

Name: Barry Rice
Age: 34

Name: Regina Wellne r

Name: Victoria Shannon

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) Nostalgia for childhood comes back
when you play cops and robbers. Unfortunately, it's real this time,
Johnny.

Age: ?

Age: ?

Teaches: Director of Magazine

Teaches: Middle Easte rn , Asian

Teaches: Gay and Le sb ian

Program

and Latin American Philosophies

Studies

Pbces (Feb. 19 - Marth 20) Finally, your love for nature has won
over the Crocodile Hunter. He wants you to be ·the next one he holds
under his arm as he feeds his little crac.

" I wear the sa m e thin g an Ih e
. tim e-jeans a nd a T-shirt."

"G reen and go ld are the co lors

"(My sly le is ( corporate

of Ih e season,"

butch ."

e The wind
think. last
myweek.
face fell off
______________J somewhere
on chill:
Balbo IDrive
e Fingerprinting: Foreigners aren't pleased with
the new identification process for people traveling
to the United States. How will they feel when Tom
Ridge issues his full body cavity search plan early
this year?

e Academy Awards protest: I refuse to
watch the g lorified, self-indulgent proceedings unlil Paulie Shore, Carrot Top and Steven
Segal get the recognition they truly deserve.

e Pete Rose: So the guy gambled on some baseball games, so whal? I take a gamble every day eating at some of the restaurants in the South Loop,
hul you don't hear me crying about it.

e Britney Spears: To promote this artic le, I
plan to marry her and Christina Aguilera in
Utah next month after a si nful night of
Scrabble and White Russians.

e Happiness equa ls flannel sheets.
e The Sunday comics: Is it me or are Ihese
things just not funny anymore? ft' s time to
bring back Calvin and Hobbes, The Far Side
and Bloom County, people!
e The Super:. Bowl: I'm expecting state-ofthe-art commercials, high-priced snack food,
a quality halftime show and some incredible
movie previews. (They also say there might
be a football game.)

.THIS WEEK

e The music scene in 2004 : With new
albums coming out from 50 Cent, Coldplay,
R. Kelly, Evanescence and Eminem, it looks
pretty much like the music scene in 2003.

e Star Wars Episode Three: Only one more
year to wait for yet another god-awful computer-animated piece of science fiction crap.
e Falling ice : It's all fun and games until
you walk out of a store on Michigan Avenue
and get hit by a six-foot long frozen dagger.

•

In arts & entertainment
Friday 1/ 16

Abe Quigley
10 p.m.

Wild GooN
4265 N. lincoln Ave.

Master Class with Beman:!

Rand.
S p.m. - 7 p.m.
Concert H811 of the Music

Cen,..
1014 S. Michigan Ave.

F...

'-

Bernard Rands: a 70th

birthday celebration and
S p.m. - 10 p.m.

Concert Hal of the MU5ic
Centet

1014 S. Michigan Ave.

"' .....
Sp.m.

Utc ,."....
104-4 W. Hamson 5t

,

Free pool
Noon - 2 a.m.
Glngerman Tavern
3740 N. C18111 St.

BIngo. OJ spins
10 p.m . - midnight
Smart Bar
3730 N. C18nr. St.

$3
SketchFest
p.m., 7 p.m.

I Th. T>.",k. Bu*ting
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Compilation offers mix of Morrieone
o

Seventy-live-year old Italian featured on two-dis'c medley of head bopping beats

ByJqdGtancont.d
Copy Editor
Some people may have never heard
of Ennio Morricone or Ennio
Mo"icone Remixes Vol. 2.
This is unfortunate, considering
Morricone has composed scores for
more than 400 films. Granted, many of
these films arc in Italian.
But many have viewed, oh let's say,
Hamlet, with Mel Gibson and Glenn
Close. How about Disclosure with
Michael Douglas and Demi Moore?
Let's not forget Wolf, featuring Jack
Nicholson and Michelle Pfeiffer.
Morriconc is the talented man behind
these movie sound tracks.
Born in Rome in 1928, Morricone
started play ing the trumpet at a very
young age, and eventually he went to

school to learn more about music. In

Australia,

1968, he signed 20 film scores in one

YuJdhiro FuJcutomi from Japan and
Aardvarck from the Netherlands.
The first song off the CD is titled
uMucchio Selvaggio, "which had the
infamous whistle that has been heard

year, and the talented composer's
music has progressed throughout the
years.
In 1994. Morricone was the first
norrAmerican composer to receive the
career achievement award from the
Society for Preservation of Film Music.
It is no surprise that many felt honored

to bring Morricone's music together in
a remix format.
Artists from arou~ the world collaborated to give a different life to
Morricone's stores; one that a younger
generation could groove to-in Ennio
Morricone Remixes Volume 2.
More than 25 artists are featured on
the 2-disc CD set- Fuss ible from
Mexico, Dan Curtin from the United
States. Crazy Baldheads from

Haruomi

Hosono

and

many times over in different prospcc::ts.
This song was used in the feel·goodcomedy Western, My Name Is Nobody.
That is how most Americans may place
Morricone's music.
Another recognizable tune originates from II Buono, II Brulto. /I
Caltivo, or as some people may know
it, The Good, The Bad and the Ugly.
The third song off the CD features the
all-American, now work with me here,
ooh-wee-ooh-wee-ooooh (in a whistle
notation). Gunshots can also be heard
in the background. This is all done by
artists that phenomenally tum these
classics into remixes.
The second disc of the
set is geared more toward
club beats. The songs are
fast-paced and wi ll make
you move in your chair.
At one point. the CD
sounded like it was skipping. But surpri singly,
song six titled " Dinamic
Per 5 Piu' I" (Ants in My
Kitchen Dub Mix) was
played the way it should.
The tunes cover everything from hip-hop to
house music. A few of
the beats can be easy listening, while others can
be electrifying.
Overall, the CD is an
enjoyable lislen. It can be
played in the car, on the
computer during a homework bout, as background music, at the
clubs-you name it. Th is
compilation has no limits; it's definitely something to add to the collec-

Neo-soul songstress
d eb uts 'BravebeIrd'
0
By CNltal Malon.
Staff Writer
With new artists constantly jwnping on the neo-soul bandwagon,
Arnel Larrieux has managed to keep
herself in the ranks.
And her latest effort, Bravebird.
might just make her neo-soul's new
poster-chi ld.
Married to her producer, and a
mother of two, Lanieux's life wasn't
always so serene; she was a teenage
runaway and a high school dropout,
but it is clear with Bravebird she has
come into her own.
Bearing a striking similarity- at
least vocally- to Mariah Carey with
her Bcyonce-style riffs, Larrieux's
voice slips from delicate croons to
strong declarations throughout the
album.
She first stepped onto the music
scene in 1995 during the cmersion of
neo-soul.
After she met Bryce Wilson while
working at a record company, the two
fonned the group Groove Theory and
steered the music away from the
oversynthesized, electronic beats to
more romantic and natural music.
With Larrieux providing lead
vocals, Groove Theory's single "Tell
Me" broke the top 10 on the Billboard
charts.
Larrieux eventually left Groove
Theory behind to make her solo debut
with Infinite Possibilities.
The album wasn ' t as commercially
successful as her nco-soul comrades
Alicia Keys and India.Arie. but the
album was just as creative.
Larrieux's sophomore effort exhibits
a melting pot of cultures, a trend she 's
famil iar with.
A native of New York's diverse artist
community in the West Village, her
album reflects a perfect blend of

your GPA each semester.

Get as much"

$23,000·

In College financial Assistance

f« more inftxmation on the
UPS Earn and Learn- Program
and part-time job opportunities,
please tall our 24 hour job line at:

1-888-4UPS-JOB
Access Code: 4417
(hie ser. . lclo telef6nico est.1
disponible en espal'tot)

African and Bohemian rhythms, with
Middle Eastern-inspired riffs.
The song, " For Real," is a classic
love ballad with a Prince flavor.
The title track "Brave bird" tackles
more controversial issues through the
story ofa Somalian woman who fled to
the Un ited States due to inequality and
female circumcision.
In stores Jan . 20, Bravebi,d is
Larrieux's neo-soul mission statement
about loving yourself.
She can currently be seen on CocaCola's " Real" campaign, as well as the
Coach Anniversary campaign.
Her talent leaves only infinite possi- ·
bilities for· her future.
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A small flop for 'Big Fish'
By Kat Gresey
Assistant A&E Editor
Though Tim Burton's newest
movie Big Fish offers some terrific
eye candy in the form of colorful
characters and surreal images, in the
end it is little morc than two hours
tied together by the very simple,
familiar plol of fathe r/son reconciliation.
Set in Alabama, the movie
revolves around Edward Bloom
(Albert Finney), a larger-than-life
individual with such passion .for
telling tall tales that it seems he is no
longer able to separate fact from fiction . His unstoppable desire to share
outrageous stories is illustrated best
by his belief that he once caught the
biggest fish of all time using his
wife's gold wedding ring. An unwillingness to cope with the brutal reali·
ty that life is often boring eventually
causes a rift between Bloom and his
son, Wjll (Billy Crudup), who.
believes he has reached adulthood
having no idea who his father really
is.
After becoming a journalist, get·
(ing ma~ried and moving to France,
Will finds little reason to visit home .
unti l his mother, Sandra (Jessica
Lange), summons him home to visit
his dying father and reconcile their
differences. In an attempt to finally
understand his father, Will begins to
ask him for the real stories of his
life-it is here that the viewer is
brought into the past to see who
Edward Bloom really is ... or isn't.
Bloom tells the amazing stories of
his youth (played by Ewan '
McGregor), involving everything
from meeting a giant, Karl (Matthew
McGrory), and a witch (He lena
Bonham Caner) whose glass eye can
foresee one 's dealh, 10 encountering a
circus owner (Danny DeVito) and
conjoined twins (Ada and Arlene
Tai) , He goes on adventures through
a haunted forest, a zany circus and
the small, somewhat eerie town of
Specter, where shoes are never worn
and square dancing and lemonade is
all that is needed to keep people
entertained.
It is on his circus escapade that

New flick
not so 'cool'
By Mathew Jaster

A&E Editor

Bloom first meets his true love
Sandra (A lison Lohman). Though he
only captures a glimpse of her and
knows nothing about her, Bloom real izes that Sandra is the woman he is
destined to marry. He goes to great
lengths to find her and eventually
winds up winning her heart.
The last scene of the movie is by
far the most fast -paced and emotional
and does permit a reveali ng look for
both Will and the audience as to how
true the events of Edward Bloom's
life really were. It ends the story well,
but overall, viewers may have expected more from the usually wonderful
Burton.
Though there is a magical quality
to all of the characters in Burton~s
work, there is little development of
any of them, aside from Bloom. Out
of this world characters like the sur-

At Northwestern,
ItAUA~Up!
Combine an array of natural
health care programs with
an outstanding learning
environment and you 'll
discover a unique i.nstitution",

NOIUHWESTERN
HEALTH SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY
2501 West 84th Street
Bloomington, MN 55431

(952) 888-4777, ext.409
www.nwhealth.edu

prisingly humorous Karl and the wi ly
poetlbank robberlWall Street banker
Norther Winslow (Steve Buscem i)
deserve more space in the filn1, not
only because they are so unbelievably
fasc inating, but because they would
also break up the monotonous drag of
watching Bloom's endless traverses.
Burton, who has strayed from his
darker-themed movies, like Batman,
Edward Scissorhands and The
Nigh tmare Before Christmas, may
hav~ chosen to do this more upbeat
film because he himself became a
father last October. Though he is able
to nail the father-son dynamic skillfully, he is unable to wrap a successful story line around it. The
Burtonesque imagery is there, but the
end product's plot is only as deep as
the lake Bloom stands in to catch his
legendary fish.
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With its vintage look and '70s
sensibilities, The Cooler takes an
insightful look at the losers working the gambling tables of Las
Vegas. Although plenty of casino
patrons know what a losing streak
feels like, nobody knows it bctter
than Bernie Lootz (William H .
Macy).
Lootz is the very definition of
bad luck. He can walk to any table
in the casino or lean up against any
slot machine and help the house get
its money back. This is why he
spends all his time !It the Shangri~
La Hotel and Casino. After .racking
up a miserable gambling debt and
getting some mob~reJated work
done on his knee, Lootz agrees to
work at the Shangri·La as the res i·
dent "cooler" to pay offhis debt.
Day in and day out, Lootz walks
the casino floor, spreading his bad
luck and his constant failure to any
gambler on a hot streak. Shelly
Kaplow (Alec Baldwin), owner of
tbe Shangri·La, is convinced that
Lootz actually saves him some
money on a regular basis by pass·
ing his bad luck on to everybody
e lse.
As the film begins, however,
Lootz has only one week to finish
off his debt. He's paid Kaplow back
and he's ready to leave sin city to
make a new life for himself. A
cocktail waitress named Natalie
(Maria Bello) changes his plans.
The Cooler begins as a smartly
written character study on the loneliness and isolation of Las Vegas.
Though this theme has becn exam·
ined in hundreds of films, it's satis·
Cying to see actors like Macy and
Baldwin give the material a k.i~k in
the tailored pants,
First time director Wayne
Kramer sets up the story to explore
how a city once run by gangsters.
players and lounge singers has
·transformed into a marketing cam~
paign, a Vegas that is more about
PostcardS and souvenirs than card
games and craps tables.
But the fast-paced, quick-witted
script comes to a gigantic halt by
the middle of the film . A sub-plot
involving Lootz's son and his preg·
nant girlfriend seems like nothing

but a carefully placed plot device.
The relationship between Lootz
and casino owner Kaplow is con·
fusing; one minute they hate each
other, the next minute everything's
OK. It's the discrepancies in the
story and plot that make the film
harder to digest.
Lootz's luck suffers the same
fate. At the beginning of the film,
the guy is such a loser, he can't get
cream in his coffee. His plants are
all dead, and his cat doesn't even
have the strength to stay with him.
By the middle, things have
turned around and he's riding a
world~class winning streak . It's
believable that some things could
tum around for Lootz and that luck
would finally deal him a good
hand, but nobody gets this lucky.
The predicament at the end of the
film comes off like a slapstick com~
cdy. The Cooler doesn't have the
same spunk it had earlier in the
film. The dark underbelly of Vegas
has been replaced by a laugh track
and a love story. It's as if the
Farrelly brothers were asked to
direct LeaVing Las Vegas.
If there's anyth ing left to praise
in the film, it would have to be the
performance of Alt;.c Baldwin as
Kaplow, Here 's a guy trying to
keep e"ery aspect of vintage Las
Vegas alive and well, nom the old
schoo l Sinatra tunes to the baseball
bat as a negotiator.
Baldwin plays a seedy little
scum bag better than anyone in
Hollywood, Facing off against
financial adviser Larry Sokolov
(Ron Livingston), Kaplow attempts
to fight off the corporate hierarchy
that wants to redesign the Shangd·
La, starting with the wallpaper. It's
the idea tbat Vegas is turning into
Disneyland that seems more interesting than the fantastic love affair
between Bernie and the cocktai l
waitress.
For all its clever shots and snap·
py dialogue, The Cooler doesn't
quite live up to anything more than
a romantic comedy hiding behind a
'70s gangster flick. Strong per~
formances from Baldwin, BellI? and
Macy seem overshadowed by a trite
screenplay and a preposterous plot.
It's as if halfway through the film ,
luck really took a turn for the
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 U.A.E . word
5 Conductive
element

" ACT NOWI Book 11 people, get 12th trip free . Group discounts for 6+
www.spri ngbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202

10 levee
14 Portal

15 Junipero _
16 Opera song
17 Mythical
monster
18 Melancholy
19 Electrical unit
20 Rose feature
22 Actress ThurIflan

Sp ring B reak - sign up with Student Express and get FREE roundtrip
airline tickets to over 15 International destinations - including Aruba,
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots and more. Why go
with anyone else. Limited offer - call now. Commission rep positions also
available. 1-800-787-3787

23 Travelers'
stopovers

Artist' res idence studios and one. bedrooms from $450 steps from el , lake
and shopping Included : heat and gas, computer lab with internet, darkroom ,
gallery performance and rehearsal space, and painting and sculpture
studios. Contact Hunter properties at 773-477-7070 or will at 773-505-8668

24 Business
publication
One sense
Pil ch tents
Intertwine
Chuck
Smokable
Cuban

28
29
32
35
37

Make Money taking On line Surveys Earn $10-$125 for Surveys Earn
$25-$250 for Focus Groups Visit www.cash4students.com/columcol

38 Light gray

39 RPMpatl
40 Period
42 Falsehood

43 Salary increase
45 StaN character
47 Assistance
48 Splendiferous

50 Nina's sisler ship

52 New York City
waterway
57
59
60
61
62

Hidden fence
Amoral deed
World-weary
Roundish shape
Siammin'
Sammy
65 _ podrida

66 Catch wilh a
lasso
67 Chico's brother

68 Flutter
69 Dumbstruck

70 Ruhr Valley city
71 Allen and .
Robbins

01/12J04

C 2004TriJ.... Medi, Se....Ic.., Inc.
AHrighl .........ed .

7 Feed bins
B Scent

9 Childbirth

Sol utions

fi

innovator
10 Rome airport
11 Jason Gedrick
movie
12 Brick oven
13 Dines
2 1 _ G . Carroll
25 Remote button
26 Potential oak
27 Ancient Peruvian R7.+c+.:£~_~,*~-':'I."'''''
30 Flexible armor
31 Spadework
32 Red planet
33 Jacob's twin
34 Tidy

36 Become
permanent

DOWN

39 Llama land

1 Take on as one's 41 Tear apart
own
2 Slugger Maris

3 Major arlery
4 Width
5 NYC arena
6 Slithery fish

44 Like flowers with
calyxes
46 For _ (to begin
w ith)
47 Barn storage
section

49 Percy _
Shelley

51 Rust bucket
53 Turner and
Holmes
54 The 4 Seasons
singer Frankie

55 Muslim 1aith
56 Abrupt
transi1ions

57 Israeli dance
58 Profess
63 Mimic
64 Pardo or Ho

Contact: Deborah Trilkovich Location: Lincoln ParklDePaul area Phone:
773-404-6615 Cell: 773 -627·2943 Email : Massages4Health@aol.com
Hours : Call for Appointment Pricing: College Students, Faculty and staff •
$35.00Ihr. Licensed and Nationally Board Certified Massage Therapists,
offering Chair or Table Massages at discounted rates. Also available for
Special Events, Bridal Showers, Wedding Rehearsals etc. Prices for home or
office event is set at $50.00 per hour with a minimum of2 hours. (Each
Chair massage event serves 2·6 people per hour, i.e., 10·30 minutes per per
son). It is a fun, pleasant and cost· effective addition "to any function while
relieving stress and most importantly, IT REALLY WORKS!
Attention Students It's finally here, the no. 1 student websi te. Get tenn
paper and research assistance, resumes and cover letters, proofreading
and editing, plus "special offe rs" for the travelers and much much more.
Check us out at POWEROFWORDS.COM, the new name in student
success.
Peotax SLR camer a, lens, flash for sale Pentax P30T camera body in great
condition with box and manual. Also included is a 35mm Pentax lens and a
Vi vitar 550FD bOunce flash with box and manual. Plus.some oth er assorted
odds and ends (negative binders, dry mount tissue, Tundra camera strap,
more). Thi s is a great lot for Photo 1 or Photo 2 students. $150 OBO. For
more info, call Sal at 312·320-4378 or visit www.robotrabbit.comlcamera
New Construction I Brand new 3 bedroom/2 bath in Tri·Ta ylor.Perfect for
2 with office . No more commuting from burbs. OW, WID in. unit.
Parking .December Free. Short term lease avail able.$1 000 month.
Must see! ! Lisa 312·315·7293
Spring Breaker s!! Last Minute Specials to Costa Rica, the Hottest NEW Spring
Break location!! www.needspringbreak.com 866·255·8828
ROOMMAT E WANTED. Columbia student seeks female roommate to share
furnished I ·bedroom at North Harbor Towers. Conveniently located, only $650/mo.
incl. poo Vexercise fac.lgrocery store. Call Jess at 248·2 I 7· I 458 or 312·228·9643.
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD ONLINE AT:
www.ColumbiaChronicleClassifieds.com
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Un derg ro ~n~Ch£~f~nt
Mon . - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

this week's specials:
Taco SaLad tortilla bowl with beef or vegetable chili, lettuce, to mato, cheddar
cheese, salsa, sour cream $4.00
. Three Spreads
baguette $ 3. 75
OrientaL SaLad

Chicken salad, guacamole, hummus

wi lettuce, tomato, sprouts on a

romaine, watercress, napa cabbage, pea pod s, water chestnuts,

broccoli, bean sprouts, carrots, noodles, peanuts, ginger sesame dressing
~8':""

$ 3. 75
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It's'dogone'heavenOne~peaway
o

from Cl~ travel

Full-service doggie daycare caters to dogs and their owners

o

'1

Louis Holland, 19, is a freshman fi lm major at Columbia, who has worked at Dogone Fun for three
months, enjoys getting to know the individual dogs and how they socialize with each other.
SIalfWril~

:.\

are separated by temperament, disposition and compatibil ity.
There is plenty of space for the
dogs to exercise. If the dogs need to .
be walked, they are take n out and arc
regularly rotated through different
play areas 10 keep them sociable and
less lethargic.
Petrunich said Dogone Fun's
fac ilities are cleaner than any other
animal facility in Chicago; a sophis.
ticated hosing system flushes and
disinfects the play areas after the
dogs relieve themse lves, and atten.
dants are there at all ti mes to wa lk
and clean the dogs.
In addition, Dogone Fun offers
walking, grooming, board ing fo r
long. term clients, veterinary servic.
es, pampering, transportation and
other services. Thi s is a far cry from
the facilities Petrunich remembers
visiting when looking fo r a daycare
cente r for her dog. The di sgraceful
conditions encouraged Petrunich to
get a daycare cen ter in the South
Loop goi ng.

is high; there is an on-s ite staff member who lives above the facility, so
the dogs are never left a lone.
For more than four months, the
According to staff member and
Co lumbia ' fresh man film" stud ent
South Loop dog daycare facility
Louis Holland, most of the same
Dogone Fun, 1717 S. Stale St., has
dogs are dropped off every morning.
boarded Rocki. a standard 8-year-old
boxer who loves people and gets
giving the staff the opportunity to
know the individual dogs pretty
along well with the other dogs.
we ll .
Members on the fac ility's staff call
her "a real homebody" and the
"We see the dogs every day, so we
"sweetest dog you'll eve r mee!."
know which ones play well togeth·
er," Holland sa id. "If there is a new
Rocki's owne r; a widow living in
South earolina, is trying to sell her
dog, we introduce it into the play
areas to see how it social izes w ith
house and move to Chicago. Since
the other dogs and we separate them
Rocki is too big to play with the
woman's grandch ildren, who live in
by their behavior this way."
Ch icago, Rocki's owner has been
Holland has worked at Dogone
Fun for three mo nths, along wi th fel·
board ing the dog with Dogone Fun
while looking ' fo r an apartment.
low Columb ia junior film student
Rick Parkins, who also likes work·
Until the home in South Carolina is
sold, Rocki spends her day s in
ing w ith the team of animal lovers.
"Everyone here is definite ly well·
Dogone's kennels.
Every night a different staff memtrained in dea ling with all kinds of
ber has the owner'$ permiss ion ' to
dogs and their behaviors," Park ins
said. "For a big·time dog lover like
alternate taking Rocki home wi th
me, it's the perfect job."
them. Dogone staff member [ '1eret
Martin has grown the most
If a dog is stay ing at the
center for an extended peri .
attacbed to Rocki and said he
will miss her when the owner
"For a big-time dog lover like me, it's od of tim e, an attendant,
the perfect job."
with th e owner's perm is·
returns in a few weeks.
"We really do grow fond
sion, may take the dog out
of the animals here," Martin
....
of the center to give it the
- Rick Parkins, Dogone Fun employee extra love and attention it
sa id . "Tonight Rocki's com ing home with me . I think L ___________________-' needs.
Gail Merritt of the South
that's just part of the dedication and training we have in dea ling
lit remember dogs bei ng held up in Loop
Dog
Politica l
Action
with the dogs in the most loving an~ crates; at Dogone Fun, ifneed be, we Comm ittee said she 's delighted to
put our dogs in kennels," Petrunich have such a facil ity 'in an area with
caring ways possible."
Dogone Fun owner Beverley sa id. "And most disturbing, I high density of dogs. In add it ion to
Petrunich's vision was to creale a remembe r dogs lounging in their reciproca l promotion for the organi.
place where dogs would never be own feces. I vowed to open a day- zat io n, Dogone Fun has also provid·
alone . They would be able to social· care center where animals wou ld not ed their fac il ity for South Loop Dog
P.A.C events.
ize and play in a clean environment,
be treated with suc h little dignity."
About 60 percent of the dogs at
"Dogone has been a big help to
have plenty of space to exerci se and
be attended to at al l times. Petrunich
Dogonc Fun have been re scued; our organi zation ... hopefu lly, we're
finaUy realized her goal with
most dogs either come from she lters helping get the word out about them
Dogone Fun, a full- service doggie and humane societies or have been as well," Merritt sa id.
Another member on the South
dayeare and boarding re source deserted ent irely by their owners.
establi shed by her and her partner
Many of these dogs have not been
Loop Dog P.A.C., Beth Sch ipke, has
Thorn Taylor,
soc ialized and ac t aggressive with used Dogone' s se rvices fi rsthand
"There wa sn't anything in the the other dogs. The staff's goal is to an d has bee n thr illed with the
South Loop serving thc va st dog make all types o f dogs happy to meet resu lts. Schipkc has boarded her
po pulation he re, " Petrunich said . new dogs and peop le.
Jack Russe ll Terrier, IJinky, .there as
" Nol only do we serve that purpose ,
11etrunich plans to begin social we ll.
" I am rea lly happy to have
but I feel we take it to a diffe rent events this spring, as we ll as training
level as welL "
for dogs at the center. The space is
Dugonc Fun because we were usi ng
Since its opening in August 2003, still in development, but I) trans- another boarding place for my dog
Pctrunich said the center ha s done purtation van has just been started that was an hour- long bus ride
well , not only in fulfilling her perfor dog pick~ ups . [n addition to the away," .Schi pke sa id . " It 's so nice to
"unal que st, but in ca tering to the big indoor play areas this win ter, have a pl ace so close that I can just
need" of dog owners all well. '
there will be 11 sum mer outdoor play hop in a cab and pick up my dog
The 20,OOO ·square foot facility is area fur owners and their dogs aki n right now. It 's been such II great
add it ion to the ne ig hborhood."
divided into fou'r different play areas to a dog park .
for the dfl"~, It was huih 10 aeeomPetruni ch stressed the imporlanee
For molY! In/ormalloff about Vogone
mudate a m:"dmum of 100 dogs at o f" having a cOlll mitted, ani ln ul Fun. vl,rll www.tiogonf!fimchlcago.coltl
friend ly slaff. The !l wfT-tu-dog ratio or "al/ ( 12) 765.997 1.
olle time . Unce the 1.10,,1' arrive, they

By Dominick Basta

UPASS costs may rise with new plan

the universal fa re card, a monthly
By Andrew Greiner
pass for Heilgeist wou ld cost $180 .
SIal! Wrife!
Any talk of universal card pricing or
A
Regional
Transportation discounts is purely speculative at
Authority pilot program combini~g this point, according to CTA offiPace, Chicago Transit Authority and cials, but there may be some kind of
Metra fare cards could affect the discount for buying the card,
UPASS, depending on the program's Loveday said.
success, according to an RTA official.
"That's why I had to qui t my job
The pilot program will make up north; it was costing me too much
100,000 cards avai lable to select rid· to get there. For me, the passes
ers through their employers. It is weren' t worth it," Heilgeist said. " I
designed to measure the interest in just got a new job closer to home. 1
the card, said David Loveday, an guess a universal would be slightly
RTA sppkesman.
more convenient, but I really don't
About 4 percent, or 35,000, of think it's a big deal."
CTA's daily riders switch between .
New York and San Francisco arc
CTA and Metra trains, according to two cities employing a type of uni·
Loveday. Widespread impl ementa· versal card, prompting the RTA to
tion of the card depends on the suc· employ a pilot program of its own.
cess of the pilot program .
But the RTA is in no hurry to devel·
The RTA wi ll meet with Metra,
op an expensive new system for the
CTA and Pace someti me in January program. Instead, they decided to
to begin worki ng 'out detai ls of its just put a 30·day Metra pass o n the
pilot program, Loveday said.
back of a 30-day CTA pass, accord"There has been a big push for ing to Loveday.
universal cards here and in other
The RTA doesn't want to spend
cities, but we want to go low·tech anything close to the $80 million
and inexpensive," Loveday said.
that San Francisco has spe nt to
Ideally, with the universal card, a implement their high-tech microchip
student fro m the suburbs could take TransLink system that automatically
a Pace bus to the Metra station in ca lculates fares and can be
the ir area, ride a tra in to downtown recharged over thc phone. The
and use Ihe CTA system to get RTA's universal cards will have a
around in Chicago while us ing just simplistic design, similar to the one
one fare card. The CTA, which used in New York, Loveday said.
. oversees the UPASS, declined to
According to the New York
speculate on any of the universal Metropo li tan.
TransPQrtation
card 's possibilities. A spokeswoman Authority website, transit customers
said the plan is too early in the there can purch~e a 30-day unlimhdeve lopment stages to discuss. .
ed ride Metro card for $70. New
" 'fthe UPASS worked on Metra, I York customers also have the option
would have saved a lot of money of buying unlimited ride cards in
over the last coup le of years," said one·day and seven-day i!lcrements
Chris Heilgeist, a junior in the Film fo r $7 and $21, respectively.
and Video Department. Last year,
"Our thought is to see what other
Heilgeist commuted between his people did first and let them . work
apartment on the South Side and his out the bugs first; see what works·
job in Lake Bluff.
before we jump in and spend a lot of
So far, the universal fare card is
money updating o ld systcms,"
only an idea and the basic concept is Loveday said. "We want to see the
to combine the Metra and CTA 30- cost benefit before we go high-tech ."
day cards, but .CTA and Metra both
Columbia students might see a
usc different pricing systems. ACTA benefit
from
the
program.
30-day pas,s costs $75. The Metra According to Loveday. the UPASS
pass is distance based; customers could be included with the universal
buy passes from the d ifferent zones fare card for Metra and CTA depend·
they live in . A monthly pass·to Lake ing on the success of the program.
B luff costs around $ 125 . I f there
were no discounts offered for bUyin g:...-_ _,,-_ _ _ _ _-,,--:::-:::_ ,

a
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As early as this year commuters may be able to ride the CTA,
Metra and Pace using only one fa~ card Instead of th~e.
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Have a cup of coffee from Caribou
By Dominick Basta

StalfWri"
Columbia studen ts now have
another place to go for the ir coffee
breaks between classes. Caribou
Coffee, 800 S. Wabash Ave., opened
in the South Loop on Dec . 22. With
it, the store brings its distinctive caffeinated buzz to the neighborhood.
According to Caribou Coffee
District Manager Tiffany Budzinski,
the first Caribou Coffee to be put in
the South Loop offers a wide variety
of drinks for coffee lovers. The environment is laidback and comfortable
without the snobbery of other coffee
shops; for Caribou, customer service
is a priority. And the store prides
itse lf on ensuring the "freshest, highest-quality, best-tasting coffee."
Budzinski was excited about the
location's proximity not on ly to
Co lumbia, but al so to hotels. Grant
Park and Soldier Fi eld . Annual
events in the SOUlh Loop will bring
pedestrian traffic right past Caribou,
which is exactly what developers
had in mind .
"Thi s is a great opportunity for
people coming into the South Loop,"
Budzinski said . "We foresee a lot of
students and business people coming
in here during our first winte r
months. Hopefully, summer events
in Grant Park will pack us up a little
bit more, give us wider exposure."

While the store was under construction in November, people visiting nearby Chicago Caribou Coffee
locations were ant icipating the
store's arrival, said store manager
Carol Hahnstadt. South Loop residents have been forced to choose
between the two nearby Starbucks
locations (one at Roosevelt and State
streets and one at Congress Parkway
and Dearborn Street), both equidistant from Columbia. But the competition from Starbueks doesn't worry
her, she said.
Hahnstadt said she works fo r
Caribou because she believes it has a
better product and great service, in
comparison to Starbucks. She believes
the energy and exuberance of the staff
reflects this Caribou principle.
"Many people arc very excited to
see a Caribou Coffee in the neighborhood," Hahnstadt said. " I think
many people who live in nearby condos and apartments were tired of
having to go so far to get Caribou
Coffee or they simply wanted an
a lternative to Starbucks."
The store will be a great place for
Co lumbia and Roosevelt University
students, as well as for commuters,
si nce it is right off 1-90, Hahnstadt
said. In addition, the opening of the
new "superdorm" next fall should
prove to be a great advantage for the
store.
S ince Columbia started back in

Ron Edmond.IAP

There's been no sign of people shaping up after statistics were
released. Chicago still tips the scale in Men's Fitness magazine.
While the Columbia community
doesn't feel the pressure of weight
gain, the rest of the city is tipping the
scales. Chicago has remained in the
top five of Men's Fitness magazine's
fattest list for the past six years.
According to the magazine, nutrition scores in the Windy City have
dropped because of the weather, poor
air quality and the "worst commute
east of the West Coast."
According to Dawn Iackson. registered d iet itian and the American
Dietetic Association national spokeswoman, more than 50 percent of the
Chicago population is overweight
because of very specific reasons.
Jackson agreed that the c ity'S

we ight gain can be attributed to the
"wicked winter weather," but she also
said that Chicago residents have easy
access to restaurants that serve heaping helpings.
" When Chicagoans go for a night
out, they usually go to a restaurant
that serves large portions," she said.
"People need to discover there are
other things in the city to do besides
eat."
Mark Brticevich, the well ness
coordinator at Columbia, said one of
Chicago's problems is inactivity. He
said people always blame the weather, but the true source of the problem
is in the mentality of the population.
" We're a hustle and bustle, grab

session on Jan . 5, students have frequented the new store. Michelle
Holcomb, a sophomore advertis ing
student, works at the store as a shift
supervisor. In addition to Holcomb,
several other Columbia students are
on staff.
"Beginning this week there have
been a ton of Columbia students,"
Holcomb said. "But before school
was back in session, there were lots
of residents from the condos and
apartments in the neighborhood
coming in."
The locat io n a lso draws many
business people who stay at the nearby Hilton and Essex Hote ls,
Hol comb sa id .
Caribou Coffee is open/rom 5:30
a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through
Thursday; until 10 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday and 6 a.m. 10 9 p.m. on
Sunday.

If you're looking for other places
to go for a good cup of joe, try these
other South Loop co ffe e shops:

Gourmand, 728 S. De arborn St.
This independent cafe offers not
only coffee beverages, but also has a
large menu including great vegetarian dishes, sublime desserts and tasty
treats. Nice place to hang out,
though nonsmokers may be bothered. Patrons can enjoy li ve j azz
every Friday night.
Gourmand is open from 7 a.m. to

and go type of city," he said. "We're
also a sit down society who is taught
from day one 'treats are rewards and
sitting down and watching TV is
behaving.· ..
More serious ly, the Chicago
Department of Health, in conjunction
with the Sinai Health System, recent·
Iy released a study that showed an
extreme difference in the racial divide
of obesity among Chicago's youth.
Public Relations Director fo r the
Department of Health Tim Hadac said
Chicago kids are the heaviest across
the nation, but nonwhite children are
showing signs of obesity at a faster
rate than white children.
"Both Black and Hispanic children
are more susceptible to wcight gain
based mainly on their low· income
status," he said.
The study, which was conducted
by the Sinai Health System, states it
is cheaper to purchase prepared foods
that are high in calories. Additionally,
a large percentage of nonwhite ch il dren don't go to surrounding parks
and recreational facilities due to costs
and safety issues.
"Thi s is a major problem that we
are trying to address within the city,"
Hadac said .
According to Dr. Shirley, fir st
deputy commiss io ner for the
Department o f Health, the city currently has a number of initiatives
designed to increase health and fitness education among the south and
north Lawndale communities, where
the racial gap is most prominent.
The Lawndale Health Promotion
Project, Reach 201 0, is the c ity's plan

Heather MorrisonJThe Chronicle

The new Caribou Coffee is located in the heart of Columbia's
South Loop campus.
II p.m. Monday through Friday;
a.m. to II p.m . on Saturday and
a.m. to 7 p.m. on Sunday.

Artist's Cafe,412 S. Micbigan Ave.
Thi s cafe has a large lunch/dinner
menu, great desserts and a good
selection of coffee beverages. The
env ironment is usually pretty hectic,
but quiet enough for a get-together
with an old friend .
The Artist's Cafe is
6:30 a.m. to II

to increase physical activities and to
teach proper grocery shopping and
eating habits. In addition, the program works with local restaurants to
establish healthy substitutes for
m e~ls.

"The impoverished don ' t consume
a lot of fruits and vegetables, so people won't stock what people don't
buy," she said.
Ch icago Park District has also
implemented the Mayor's Fitness
Counci l. The council consists of more
than 70 members who work to edu-

Crime

Thursday; 6:30 a. m. to 12:30 a.m.
Friday and Saturday.

Rain Dog Books and Cafe, 408 S.
Micbigan Ave.
Thi s eclectic, small cafe is part
bookstore, so feel free to browse.
The menu includes beverages, sandwiches and pastries.
Rain Dog Books and Cafe is open
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Friday; 10 a.m. to 6 p.m .
Friday and Saturday.

catc people on the benefits of fitness.
One of its programs, Chicago
Works Out, teams up with schools
and area fi tness faci lities to provide
affordable physica l act ivities for
Chicago communities.
"We've moved from No.2 on the
[fattest cities) list down to No.5, so
we're making people aware, but it's
going take some time, " said Colleen
Lammel-Harmon, program fitness
specialist for the Chi cago Park
District.

Continued from Back Page

Washington Library, meet quarterly
to share information, photographs
and security concerns among its
members and with the police.
One of its chief mi ssions, according to Meegan, is to foster closer
tics between police, students and
the security professionals in these
inst itutions, as well as to help educate a community of students who
may not be all that familiar with
urban living.
"The purpose of the counci l is to
allow [secur ity professionals) to
network with each other
any
criminal activity, any activity
regarding on-campus issues that we
may need to share and eve n any
c itywide and homeland securi ty
issues," Meegan sa id . " We 've
found that shari ng information has
resulted in arrests."
Histori cally, the First District has
been one of the top three safest
police districts in the city, due in
part to the relative lack of peop le

living within its boundaries and the
fact that thc district is home to
some of the city's largest corporate
headquarters. Much of that is
changing, however, particularly due
to the new influx of residents into
an area that was once primarily
reserved for businesses.
"We are very fortunate to bc in
one of the safest districts in the'll
city," Meegan said, referring to the
area surroundi ng Columbia's campus. "But we have also always been
in a district with high theft rates due
to there be ing a lot of retail outlets
and hotels in the area. Plus, there
are a number of educational institutions, which have populations that
may not be schooled in how to exist
effectively in an urban env ironment.
"After 9111, the majority of
sc hools have stepped up their security efforts," she said . " It has definitely been instrumental in reducing crime and raising awareness of
security."

Murder rate
hits new low
o

Columbia neighborhood among the safest

By Mark W. Andonon
ConUilu1irgWriII!!

_ _ ChronIcle

Most well-known dinosaurs are from North America and Asia. UttIe has been known about
dinosaurs from Africa. until now. The Garfield Park Conservatory has six I~e-sized African dinosaur
skeletons, fossils and plants from the dinosaur age on display through Sept. 6.

New study examines racial profiling

o

Police classify traffic violation offenders into one of five race categories

By Jennifer GoIz
City Beat EcIkir
_~

A new Senate bill requiring Illinois
police to take a driver 's race into con·
sideration when making traffi c stops
took. effect Jan . 1.
The Illinois De partment of
Transportation will collect data over
the next four years 10 detennine if
decisions regarding traffic stops are
based on police officers' perception
of the driver's race.
The four·year study is believed to
be a knee·jerk reaction to the actio ns
of Highland Park and Mount Prospect
Police Departments, which have both
been sued for racial profiling in the
past.
Vehicles that are stopped for statute
or ordinance violations are subject to
the new study. Whether a citation is
given or not, officers are now required
to take note of the driver's race.
TIle bill requires that the driver be
put into one of the following categories: Caucasian, African-American,
Native American/Alaskan, Hispanic
or AsianlPacific h:Jander. However.
the police officers are not allowed to
a8k the race of the individual.
" In places where officerlJ have
attempted ,to obtain the driver 's race I
it haA cau.w:d more controversy." la id
Tom Kel80. IJtaff u~illtanl for special
projed.s with lDOT. "The offi cer'"
inlerprelali6l1 of What the race rof the
driver' illi. thai is important"
Hut Ihe interpretation may nol
IIlw/IIYII be: accurale when c ' ItIIi"i(ying
drive,,, 0'( Middle Balltern dellCent.
Auordl". to Kel80, omur!! in ques-tibn hIVe bee" advi8e(j ta put Middle

Eastern drivers into the Caucasian
category. But the Chic ago Po lice
Departme nt has been classifying
these drivers as Asian.
Northwestern University wilJ analyze the data collected by lOOT over
the next four years.
Alexander Weiss, director of the
Center fo r Public Safe ty at
Northwestern, said it doesn't matter if
the police officers get the race wrong.
' The fact of the matter is the extent
to which the officer makes decisions
on the basis of someone's race,"
Weiss said.
But Safaa Zarzour. chairman for
the Chicago chapter of the Counci l on
American· lslamic Relations, a non·
profit organi zation that promotes the
pos itive image of Muslims and Islam
in America, said the organi zation's
goal is for a color-blind society.
" If info rmation is going to be col·
lected, then we should be concerned
that the higher rate of stopping Arabs
will be under the radar because they
are c lassified as white," Zarzour said.
Ed Yohnka, director of communications for the American C ivil
Liberties Union of llIinoi'l, liaid the
question of adding a category to classify people of Middle EaMern delicent
was diliCuued during the legislative
procellll, bUI it didn ' t raise a high
enuuah level o f concern lit the time to
warmnt the extra race group.
" Police ofneen ure not profiling In
this form ; they ure IJlmpl y memmring
the way they ore behuvlng un the
sireet." Yohnkll Jlllid. "Law e nforcement !lgeneiell cun lIet benchlnJuk"
ba.ltCd 011 the dlilil Rnd de<:lde whdt to
do, whether It be hddltlonlll trllinina,

supervision of a particular offi cer or
laking some sort of discipline."
Thi s is a new procedure fo r
Chicago police officers, according to
Patrick Camden, the deputy director
of news affairs for the CPD. Racial
profiling of any kind has been prohibited for at least the past two years.
"Police officers stop a vehicle based
on the observation of the vehicle, nOI
the individual driving it," Camden
said. "B ut we're complying with the
law that was passed. This is just another form that has to be filled out is all."
IDOT has created the Illinois
Department of Transportation Traffic
Stop Data Sheet, which asks for all of
the information the bill req uires
police officers to obtain. But this
fo rm was created to act as a guide. It
is up to individual police departments
whether or not they use lOOT's form
or create their own versio n, obtaining
additional informatio n.
' 'There's a group of agencies that
are just collecting the state mandated
data, nothing more, nothing less. And
some are co llecting more because
they know they' U have to answer
some questions when thi s is 1111
done," Weiss said.
Weiss said he is anxio us to start
geui nl
some
of
the
datil.
Northwestern has done unalysis of
thi8 type of datu. before for severa l
other states, but not o n WI lurge of a
scule all II HnoiM.
'1'here Ilre alreudy severnl thouIUlOd naenclclJ I nUllonwlde I who nre
colleetlnl thlMdUIII, which hus Indicllted there II. no blllll und ofncerll nre
IIctln" In n profellJiollll l munner,"
Wclslliuld .

Chicago may be the murder capital of the country for 2003. but the
First District-the area that surrounds Columbia-remains o ne o f
the safest pol ice districts in the city.
Nearly 600 people in Chicago lost
their lives in 2003 as a result of violence. This total is 49 less than in
2002, marki ng the third straight
year the number has dropped.
Still, the city's numbers exceeded
both New York, which ended the
year with 549 homicides, and Los
Angeles, which reported 506 homi·
cides with nearly 700,000 more people than in Chicago.
Despite the unwelcome no toriety,
crime of all types showed a marked
decli ne in Chicago during the first
II months of 2003. with 22 out of 25
police districts posting lowered
crime statistics through November.
Overall, crime dropped 4.4 percent,
according to the mos t recent
Chicago police figures.
"There's been a marked decrease
in violent c rime [in the city), which
has driven our overall crime num·
bers down in 2003," said David
Bayless, director of news affairs fo r
the Chicago Police Department.
"There 's been a number of crime
prevention tactics and programs that
we put into place in the second half
of the year that have helped reduce
these crimes," he said. citing the
addition of a l60-officer Targeted
Response Unit.
The unit intends to reduce retaliation in gang killings, install video
cameras in high crime areas and
reassign administration offi cers to
the street to fight crime.
"Actually, the homicide story is a
good story," he said, noting that
there are a number of cities that have
higher murder rates and that the 599
number for Chicago is the lowest in
more than 30 years.
The First District-the area roughly bounded by the Chicago River on
the north, Lake Michigan on the east.
McConnick Place on the south and
the Dan Ryan Expressway to the
west-fon owed the citywide num·
bers downward thro ugh November.
TIle district saw a 5.3 percent drop
in crime overall leading up to

December. due in part to a 13.3 percent
decline on robberies and a 15.8 percent
reduction in criminal sexual assault
Sgt. Bill O' Reilly, business liaison
officer for the First District. points
to the creation of a "chronic offenders program" in the district last year
as being one of the keys to reducing
crime in the area.
The program, which is expected to
ro ll out cityw ide in the coming year,
identifies offenders who have been
arrested rece ntly to make sure they
don't slip through the cracks in the
system by violating their parole. By
paying atten tion to where these
cases are in the court system means
"we've been able to take off of the
street some of those who are the
biggest offe nders," O' Reilly said.
In Beat 132. the area immediately
surround ing Colu mbia, the nu mbers
are similarly encouraging. In the
January to November 2003 period.
crime fe ll 8.8 percent overall com·
pared to the same period last Y.Eat,
led by a 29 percent drop in robberie)
and a 19 percent drop in aggravated "
batteries over 2002.
For the second straight year, there
were no homic ides wit hin the
boundaries of the beat. which is bordered by Michigan Avenue and Van
Buren, Cullerton and Clark streets.
In addition to the efforts of police
officers in the district and in novative
programs, O' Reilly points to the
efforts of Martha Meegan, director
of campus safety for Columbia, in
helping to reduce crime in Beat 132.
Citing Meegan's participation in the
District Advisory Committee meetings, as well as her work with the
Security Council o f Pro fessional
Educators program, O ' Reilly offered
praise for the way Meegan and others in the academic community with·
in the beat's boundaries have con·
tributed to the lower crime rate.
"One of the most important steps
was Martha got on DAC about a year
ago. Plus, she came up with the idea
of SCOPE. which bas helped greatly
to keep our numbers down," he said.
SCOPE, which consists of security professio nals from Co lumbia,
DePaul and Roosevelt universities,
as well as officials from the Pacific
Garden
Mission
and
Harold

See Crime, Page 31

Decrease in Crime Incidents for
Beat 132 .Jan. - Nov. 2002 to 2003
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